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“Human power is its own end”—Karl Marx

Andy Phillips

Marxist-Humanists have lost a giant with the
death of Andy Phillips (Andy Sufritz), 1924-2018, on
April 3. Andy was a founding member of News and
Letters Committees in 1955, which he helped to establish on firm foundations after spending years in
the Johnson-Forest Tendency both in the Socialist
Workers Party and as the independent organization
Correspondence.

VETERAN, COAL MINER, REVOLUTIONARY

Terry Moon for News & Letters

Andy was among
the war veterans
mustered out of the
military, radicalized
by their experiences
in World War II. Veterans in particular
swelled the ranks of
the Johnson-Forest
Tendency,
which
identified
self-described
Communist Russia not as
revolutionary but as
state-capitalist and
Andy in 2010
capable of allying
with Nazi Germany
to make the carnage of that war possible.
Andy was a student at West Virginia University
on the GI Bill when he left college in 1948 to begin a
10-year stint as a coal miner. By the time coal miners
went out on strike in 1949, under the threat of the
introduction of the continuous miner—automation
that would devastate the jobs of coal miners—Andy
had been injured in an underground explosion, and
was on the spot as a strike participant and leader in
a region where the militancy was greatest.
The miners faced not only mine operators,
continued on p. 3

VOICES FROM THE INSIDE OUT

ACCESS/KEEFE robs
prisoners’ families
by Robert Taliaferro

“Send money your way,” the posters on the living units and cellblocks of Wisconsin’s prisons proclaimed as the ACCESS/KEEFE consortium touted
the “benefits” of their service to family and friends
who are sending money to prisoners.

PRISON OKed EXTORTION

Prior to February 2018, using ACCESS/KEEFE
was an option—albeit the most expensive and convoluted available. After Feb. 18, 2018, however, the
Wisconsin Department of Corrections/Division of
Adult Institutions (WDOC/DAI) is forcing prisoners—and the family/friends of those prisoners—to
be subjected to financially extortive, predatory practices promulgated by “approved vendors,” by giving
ACCESS/KEEFE the monopoly on how Wisconsin
prisoners can receive funds from external sources.
According to a WDOC/DAI memo this method
has “several benefits...including anticipated cost
savings for family and friends,” and it would also offer “multiple convenient methods to process funds.”
The Jan. 12 memo was posted after inmates filed a number of complaints challenging the policy. Complaints stated:
¯It promotes an undue burden on prisoners
and their families;
¯It is an extortive and alienating practice
which is racist;
¯The fees charged are exorbitant and predatory;
continued on p. 11
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Draft for Marxist-Humanist Perspectives, 2018-2019

Fighting Trump and his fascist
allies in practice and theory
I. Donald Trump’s war show

To Donald Trump—the billionaire
con man for whom all the world is the
stage of a reality show—war, like a $30
million military parade, is a spectacle. It
is about the assertion of his own power,
with no concern for the possibility of millions of deaths.

GLOBAL FLASHPOINT BUILDING

Why we print the Draft Perspectives in News & Letters

In 1975 News and Letters Committees printed its Draft Perspectives Thesis in News & Letters for the first time. The organization has
continued the practice ever since. What follows is the 1975 explanation
of why we decided to take such action and why we continue to do so:
With this special issue, News and Letters Committees are breaking
totally new ground for the Marxist movement. Publishing the Draft Perspectives Thesis for our coming national gathering directly in the pages
of our paper is unprecedented, not only for all other organizations, but
even for our own. We do it because our age is in such total crisis, facing
a choice between absolute terror or absolute freedom, that a revolutionary organization can no longer allow any separation between theory
and practice, philosophy and revolution, workers and intellectuals,
“inside” and “outside.” We ask you to join in the discussion of these
Perspectives with us. We are not presenting any “pat answers” to the
question, “Where Do We Go From Here?” We are raising the questions
that demand answers—and we ask you to help us in working them out.

The token bombing of three Syrian
installations by the U.S., France and the
UK was a sideshow that did not protect
civilians or aid opposition forces. It was
designed to avoid weakening the genocidal Bashar al-Assad regime and to
steer clear of Russian forces and Syrian
warplanes, which took refuge on a Russian base.
Nevertheless, Syria’s counter-revolution and the intrusion there of military forces
with clashing agendas from Russia, Iran, Turkey,
the U.S., Israel and other countries created a poten-

on longer than the lives of many of today’s
young protesters. He is carrying on the war in
Iraq, which officially ended six years ago but
in reality never stopped. He has expanded covert actions to three-quarters of the world’s
Black Lives Matter Sacramento
countries, while the number of actions in
countries like Yemen and Somalia has increased fivefold.
Trump’s extremism has not stopped the Republican Party from falling in line with him in every way, while Fox News and Sinclair Broadcasting function as his loyal propaganda outlets.
His ascent is not an aberration but the index of the nature of U.S. capitalist imperialism—
which will be cold comfort if he launches one or
more catastrophic wars. That is, after all, a standard part of the playbook for rulers in risky positions, as he itches to fire special prosecutor Bob
Mueller, silence all the women who name him as
their attacker, save the Republican Congressional
majority in midterm elections, destroy the Iran
nuclear agreement, and prove that his nuclear
button is bigger than Kim Jong-un’s.
While the Democratic Party would have us
believe that they are “the resistance,” they represent the system that brought us Trump in the
Demonstration in Sacramento, Calif., against the police murder of Stephon
first place. The “Left” who have joined cronies of
Clark on April 5, 2018. Protestors vowed to “Be in the street until charges
Trump and Putin in a Red-Brown alliance are no
[against the police who murdered Clark] are filed.”
alternative. We must turn to the true opposition to
Trumpism:
mass revolt.
tial flashpoint. So has the global buildup of arms,
including nuclear weapons.
The assembly of Trump’s war cabinet—with
John Bolton as National Security Adviser, Tea Party
ex-Congressman Mike Pompeo as Secretary of State
and veteran torturer Gina Haspel as CIA head—reflects Trump’s reckless militarism. Bolton still holds
that the 2003 invasion of Iraq was a great victory,
and does not regret his leading role in pushing the
lies justifying it.
What scares the Pentagon about Bolton and
company is that the appointees who would inhibit
his war drive have been expelled from the White
House. Pompeo’s secret trip to North Korea does
not erase the fact that he and Bolton both advocate
“regime change” there and in Iran. Bolton has repeatedly called for bombing both countries. Even
the Pentagon is afraid that Trump will start a catastrophic war against North Korea. If trade wars are
“good and easy to win,” why not a nuclear war?
The ties of Pompeo and Bolton to hate groups—
like the gay-bashing Family Research Council
and the Muslim-bashing groups ACT for America,
American Freedom Defense Initiative and Center
for Security Policy—show they share Trump’s racist
worldview.
Clearly, Trump is an extreme product of
failing capitalism. It is true that he is making use of the executive machinery—including the surveillance apparatus—built up over
more than a half century by administrations
and Congresses run by both major parties. He
is ramping up the arms race that was continued by Barack Obama’s “modernization” of the
nuclear arsenal. The new spending bill continues the trend since the 1980s with military
spending more than half the budget’s total—
this year nearly $700 billion. He is intensifying
the war in Afghanistan, which has been going

II. Spreading revolt opens new doors

Powerful new voices and actions have arisen,
from the international Women’s Marches to teachers’ strikes, and from the youth-led March for Our
Lives to the revolts in Gaza and Iran. The Black dimension has not only shown itself to be central to
the youth and women’s marches but has kept fighting the police reign of terror, erupting anew in Sacramento after the police murdered Stephon Clark.
The deeply ingrained rape culture, widely
known but often hushed up, has been exposed in the
broadest way by the #MeToo movement. This movement would not have grown so big so fast without the
inspiration from the massive Women’s March of January 2017. The targets are the system, the culture as
a whole and the Trump administration in particular.
Deep questioning of the rape culture that pervades
the U.S., and in fact the world, points to the need to
transform relations between men and women, and
the objectification of women, fundamentally.

WOMEN DENOUNCE FASCISM WORLDWIDE

Just as sexism is central to fascism, International Women’s Day (IWD) demonstrations on
March 8, like the Women’s Marches this year and
last, reflected how women are at the forefront of the
struggle against fascism worldwide. The disgust people feel for their so-called leaders or representatives
was also evident in the youth’s March for Our Lives
of March 24, as speakers, chants, and signs galore
excoriated elected officials for being bought off and
acting as lackeys for the National Rifle Association
(NRA) and mouthpieces for its far-right ideology.
On IWD women marched, rallied, and demonstrated the world over. Abortion rights were a prominent demand, as in Milan, Italy, where a group of the
thousands of students who were marching stopped at
continued on p. 7
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Letter from Mexico

Zapatista and other women meet

The First International Gathering of Politics,
Art, Sport, and Culture for Women in Struggle, organized by the Zapatista Indigenous women, took
place in Chiapas from March 8-10. More than 5,000
women from all over the world shared their thoughts
on feminism, art and work. Men were not allowed.
An enormous diversity characterized the gathering. The Zapatista women sought—by the way
they organized the event and by their talks—to give
the gathering a clear political direction, i.e., to turn
the diversity also into a unity of struggle.

FROM 1994 TO THE FIRST GATHERING

In their “Opening address” (which can be found
at Enlace Zapatista) different generations of Zapatista women told their histories of liberation,
from when they “worked as a servant in a house in

Transgender Children

Transgender Children and Young People: Born
in Your Own Body, edited by Heather BrunskellEvans and Michele Moore, 2018
A few years ago, medical and psychological gender clinics appeared, spreading rapidly in the U.S.
and UK. Their aim was to identify Transgender children as early as possible and transition them medically and socially so they will pass more effectively
as the other sex as they get older. However, contributors write, the reasons given by these children and
their families as to why they identify as Transgender
rely on outdated sexist stereotypes of clothing, toys,
etc., a boy or a girl “should” prefer. They contend this
has nothing to do with gender dysphoria, the real
feeling that one’s body is of the wrong sex.
Coeditor Michelle Moore states, “There
is no contradiction between my respect for
adults who identify as transgender and my
conviction that current theory and practice
of transitioning children is harmful.” Miranda Yardley, who identifies as Transsexual,
states medical and social gender reassignment
should be the last resort as treatment for a person with gender dysphoria. This is echoed by
Carey Maria Catt Callahan, a detransitioned
woman who formed a movement with other
women who were certain they were Transgender before discovering this treatment did not
relieve their gender dysphoria.
One reason to be cautious is the unknown health
risks of transition. There are no studies on the effects
of cross-sex hormones on developing bodies or their
lifelong use. The documented effects of testosterone
on adult men include blood clotting, strokes, heart
attacks, heart failure, and more. One study of the
breast binders used before mastectomies documents
28 risks including compression of the spine and ribs,
broken ribs, punctured or collapsed lungs, damaged
blood vessels, blood clots, and heart attacks.
Children too young for hormonal treatments are
given puberty blockers although documented effects
on the lifelong health of women prescribed them for
precocious puberty include brittle bones, chronic
pain, and depression. This is supposed to buy children time to decide if transitioning is right for them.
However, they are left sterile since their gametes
have no chance to mature. Male-bodied teens are left
with an undeveloped “micro penis” too small to form
a surgically constructed vagina.
A UK clinic finds 90% of children given puberty
blockers will progress to cross-sex hormone treatment, while a U.S. study shows 100%. Studies show
that without the blockers or hormones, 80% of youth
desist from identifying as Transgender. Many develop a Gay or Lesbian identity. Contributor Josephine
Bartosch interviewed several well-adjusted adult
Lesbians who hated their developing female bodies
and wished to be male as adolescents. Callahan describes the same situation with her detransitioned
women friends and discusses the role of sexist social
expectations and sexual trauma on dysphoria.
The contributors agree that today’s gender roles have become more rigid. Stephanie
Davies-Arai states, “‘Being feminine’ has replaced being female in the very definition of
‘girl.’” Girls watch social media glamorizing
the seemingly magical transformation into
manhood and are told that if they feel uncomfortable as women, they are definitely Transgender. Online friends coach them in a different set of stereotyped mannerisms to pass as
male. Another contributor, Gender Critical
Dad, states, “The joy of an ordinary moment…
and your child just being herself and not performing gender is priceless.”
Frequently members of the media, teachers,
therapists, and research scientists receive threats to
their lives or careers if they say transitioning of children is a complex issue. The editors and contributors
had to meet in secret. They hope this book will help
people understand that the debate is not one-sided.
—Adele

SF walk against rape

the city,” to the 1994 uprising, to when they began
building “schools, clinics, collective work projects
and autonomous governments.” This was not just an
inspiring story, but a dialectic of liberation whose
first negation was saying “no more” to the conditions
in which Indigenous women have lived.
With more than 20 years of experience building
autonomy, Zapatista women have arrived at a new
moment: “What we see, sisters and compañeras, is
that they’re killing us...because we’re women…So
we came up with the idea of having this gathering
and inviting all women in struggle.”
Though Zapatista women have always been the
core of the movement, it is only now that they were
ready to call the first Women’s Gathering. Now they
can share their experience of liberation and turn it
into a unifying force for other women.

Urszula Wislanka for News & Letters

by J.G.F. Héctor
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‘HERE WE ARE LIKE A FOREST OR BRUSH’

In their Opening address the Zapatista women
used the metaphor of “a forest or brush” to refer to
unity and diversity: “We know that in that forest, in
that brush, there are many trees that are different…
We are all women. But we know that we are of different colors, sizes, languages, cultures, professions,
schools of thought and forms of struggle… So we are
different but we are the same.”
“What also makes us the same is the violence and the death carried out against us.
That’s how we see the modern condition of
this fucking capitalist system…which [has] the
face, body and idiot brain of the patriarchy.”
Thus we have gone one step further: The Zapatista women are calling for fighting as anticapitalistic and antipatriarchal. The Zapatistas are
proposing this unity to give the diversity a fuller
meaning: “Either we compete among ourselves…Or
we can agree to struggle together, as different as we
are, against the patriarchal capitalist system that is
assaulting and murdering us.”
A new question arises: What does it mean
that a struggle is anticapitalistic and antipatriarchal? In their words the Zapatista women proposed “to study, analyze, discuss, and,
if possible, agree to name who is or who are
those responsible for our suffering.” This is
the great challenge for the Second Gathering,
scheduled for March 2019.
There it would be important not just to consider capitalism and patriarchy as “things,” objective
realities, but as subjective relations of oppression
that should be overcome by those who suffer from
them. Needed, then, is a dialectical vision of liberation arising from the struggle of women from below;
which at the same time, helps develop it. This is how
the goal posed by the Zapatista women can be fully
achieved: “Perhaps we can meet again to set fire to
the system.”

L.A. vendors protest

Los Angeles—On March 9, as part of International Women’s Day, 200 women vendors and supporters gathered outside City Hall for a press conference, lobbying and protesting to legalize their work
as street vendors. They held signs in English and
Spanish stating: “Los Angeles Vendor Movement,”
“Street Vendors Justice is Women’s Justice,” “Work
Is Not a Crime,” “Decriminalize Street Vending” and
“Economic Justice For Women.”
A woman opened the press conference saying: “This movement is many years old, but
can’t last under present conditions. We are
mothers, sisters and grandmothers providing
for our families.” Other speakers stated: “Our
goal is legalization, which includes our safety
and protection from extortion and police harassment. Private business owners should
not be able to control public spaces and sidewalks.” And: “We vendors are workers, not
criminals. We contribute to the economy. The
city should support street vendors, not just
private businesses.”
After the conference, some vendors lobbied city
council officials for legalization without fees. Fees
can be as much as 50% to 75% of vendors’ income
and business owners can veto permits. Vendors want
the right to work for a living without harassment.
Vendors rallied outside, chanting, “Mujeres
luchando, al mundo transformando!” (Women fighting, transforming the world!) as drummers and guitarists livened the rally.
As the lobbyists concluded their visits and joined
the rally, civil disobedience began with the occupation of Main Street. Seven Latinas lay down in the
middle of the street, holding hands and forming a
circle. Forty to 50 Los Angeles police officers arrived
and cleared the street, threatening arrest. When the
seven women resisted, police arrested each, one at
a time.
There will be a city council committee hearing
before a full council vote on this issue.
—Basho

San Francisco, Calif.—Several hundred people
participated in the 13th annual San Francisco Walk
Against Rape on April 7. Many were survivors of
rape. There was a large contingent of youth from
City College of San Francisco and an especially visible presence of Transgender folks. A favorite chant,
shouted with feeling during the two-mile march,
was: “Tell me what community looks like?! This is
what a community looks like! Tell me what an activist looks like! This is what an activist looks like! Tell
me what a survivor looks like! This is what a survivor looks like! Tell me what an ally looks like! This
is what an ally looks like! Tell me what a community
looks like! This is what a community looks like!”
—Urszula Wislanka

WOMENWORLDWIDE
by Artemis

The Boston Women’s Health Collective was
formed in 1969 when 12 women decided to publish a
book with accurate information about women’s sexuality, reproductive health and other health issues
then socially taboo to discuss. Our Bodies Ourselves
was first published in 1970, then updated for each
of eight later editions. Due to lack of funding, updates have ended, but the 2011 edition will remain
in print with its website maintained by volunteers.
The collective states that today these subjects can be
researched on the internet. However, its other goal
of challenging the medical industry to provide better care and research for women has not been fully
realized.
* * *
Maxine Hammond, aka Max Dashu, is raising
funds at https://gofundme.com/house4SHA to preserve the Suppressed History Archives of over 15,000
slides, 30,000 digital images, photos, research texts,
articles and videos she has collected for 48 years. As
a student she experienced “entrenched resistance”
to feminist scholarship and became an independent
scholar, writing books and giving presentations on
women’s global history. This enormous, suppressed
history of women as leaders, creators, warriors, scientists and thinkers and their role in resisting oppression is “dislodging the stereotypes about who
women are or can be.” Her studies, especially of Indigenous cultures, show “how systems of domination
establish and perpetuate themselves.”
* * *
In March, Marielle Franco, a 38-year-old city
councillor of Rio de Janeiro, and her driver were assassinated by two armed men. Franco, a Black Lesbian feminist from a favela (poor neighborhood), was
a “tireless social warrior” against police violence,
poverty, racism, discrimination against LGBTs,
drug-trafficking gangs, and government corruption.
Protests against these problems and against her
murder came together at her funeral, with union
members, feminists, Leftists, and favela residents
chanting “Not one step backwards.” Tens of thousands have protested across Brazil as well as in New
York, Paris, and Berlin.
* * *
On April 13 in Ireland, 250 protesters organized
by the Belfast Feminist Network demonstrated outside Kensington Stadium during a rugby match to
tell the Ulster Rugby team to “Stamp out misogyny.”
On March 28, two players were acquitted of raping
a woman, with one also cleared of sexual assault
charges. Signs read “Stand up for the Ulster women, too,” and “What if it were your daughter?” Anne
Madden from Belfast, wanted to “show solidarity
with the many women and men outraged by the behavior of these high-profile sportsmen.” She stated,
“This case has highlighted depraved views of women
that have no place in a century or a civilized society
that values all their citizens whatever their gender.
Time’s up; its time to stamp out misogyny.”
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Only revolt grows in Iran’s deserts

Beginning in March, people in more Iranian Protests Live Information 2018
than 11 cities in Iran joined street demonstrations, braving dust storms and clashing with security forces. Hundreds were
arrested and many injured. Banks from
which many workers and farmers were
forced to borrow were among the main targets. Banks have confiscated what was left
of people’s livelihood from those unable to
repay loans, taking their tractors, land
and even homes. As one angry demonstrator said: “This is Khuzestan’s dignity uprising.” These protests are ongoing.
Iran’s planned ecological self-de- On April 17, 2018, demonstrators from the Chaharmahal-Bakhtiari province protest
struction—deforestation, desertifica- the diversion of water from the Kouhrang Dam to Yazd Province.
Iran ranks among the top five countries in the
tion, and transformation of wetlands
world in deforestation, and 70% of groundwater has
into dry wasteland—has brought poverty, disbeen depleted. Lake Urumiah, once the largest saltplacement and mass unemployment to local
water lake in the Middle East, has shrunk by more
populations.
than 60%, resulting in salt storms raining down on
adjacent lands and creating misery for local farmers.
Human conditions are reaching such an
continued from p. 1
unbearable point that one cannot even note
but also the federal government and even
the large-scale extinction of so many species
the leadership of the United Mine Workers
unique to Iran’s ecosystem. Where once peli(UMWA). Miners previously trusted UMWA
cans roamed, we now find their carcasses.
president John L. Lewis, but in this strike they
Wasteful irrigation, centralized planning and
defied his repeated orders to return to work
construction of endless dams to divert water toward
without a contract. With the aid of food caralarge industrial and agricultural projects—all under
vans from Detroit, organized by Andy’s comthe control of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards—have
rades, the miners outlasted the operators.
left behind dust and sand storms, leading to respiraThe excuse Lewis used in ordering the miners
tory diseases, cancer and even starvation.
back to work was to try to avoid the federal govFARMERS’ UPRISING IN ISFAHAN
ernment invoking the draconian provisions of the
The once powerful and life-sustaining ZayTaft-Hartley Law against the union. But Lewis’ acanderood River, running deep and wide through
ceptance of automation, as long as the operators conthe heart of the ancient city of Isfahan, has nearly
tributed to the UMWA Health and Welfare Fund for
dried up, bringing devastation and hardship. Nearly
each ton of coal extracted, helped destroy two-thirds
400,000 small farmers now depend on how much
of the miners’ jobs in 10 years. Andy pointed out that
water the government releases into the river from
any miner unemployed for a year was no longer entia reservoir. The ever-diminishing water availability
tled to medical or pension benefits from the UMWA
has led to 50,000 people abandoning their lands.
Health and Welfare Fund.
Mass migration to cities in search of jobs that do not
THE COAL MINERS’ HISTORIC STRIKE
exist has swelled the ranks of the unemployed.
In 1984 Andy recalled those historic events as
Destitute farmers and the unemployed
he co-wrote with Raya Dunayevskaya The Coal Minhave taken to the streets for months. They
ers’ General Strike of 1949-50 and the Birth of Marxhave blocked roads with tractors, disrupted
ist-Humanism in the U.S., a pamphlet that attests
water pipelines that are used to steal their
to how pivotal that strike was for labor and for News
water rights, assembled in front of various
and Letters Committees.
ministries and demonstrated in the streets
Andy along with his wife and comrade
with their families. Recently they packed FriOlga Domanski maintained the vibrant West
day prayers, and while turning their backs to
Virginia Local which was at the heart of U.S.
the pulpit chanted, “Our backs to the enemy,
labor struggles. After they moved to Detroit,
our faces toward the nation!”
Andy was the Managing Editor of News & LetIn the beginning of April the farmers reached
ters for many years. His writings focused on
a new level of consciousness. They were no longer
the state of U.S. labor—he frequently traveled
content with the slogan “Leave Syria, do something
to Appalachia to make sure that the voices of
for us.” They were now chanting “The enemy is at
insurgent miners were heard within News &
home, not in America”! They thereby crossed a “red
Letters. He was a mentor to the new generaline” which unleashed the wrath of the powers that
tion of revolutionaries that emerged out of the
be. They were attacked by the security forces and
Civil Rights Movement and the Anti-Vietnam
regime ideologues as “seditionists” and “enemies of
War Movement.
the state.” Undeterred, they are saying: “This is the
His international trips included a visit to Pocoming of the farmers’ uprising.”
land in 1981 for a dialogue on Marxist-Humanism
FROM ISFAHAN TO KHUZESTAN
with factory workers and activists forging new forms
Oil-rich Khuzestan, bordering Iraq, has a mostof organization against their state-capitalist rulers
ly Arab population. It has historically been one of
backed by the threat of Russian intervention. After
Iran’s most fertile provinces, providing the entire
country with vital crops during the winter. Karun
and Karkheh, the two major rivers flowing down
from Zagros Mountains into the Persian Gulf, were
until recently the largest rivers in Iran, creating
some of earth’s most verdant wetlands. Now, however, all that the eye can see is tiny streams of water
trickling down—a contaminated river full of pesticides, toxic industrial waste and sewage.
Fourteen dams have been built to divert
water to large-scale water-hungry sugar cane
factories. Forcing farmers off their lands without adequate compensation, and designating
land for oil extraction, has not only depleted
Andy Phillips and Olga Domanski (center) at their wedding in 1957.
the river but also devastated the locals. As one
farmer said: “The changes caused by the death
the Center of News and Letters Committees moved
of the wetlands have created destruction in a
from Detroit to Chicago in 1984, Andy maintained
way that the eight-year Iran-Iraq war never
the organization’s roots in Detroit by reporting from
did, turning farmlands and orchards into barthe vantage point of his experience with auto workren deserts.”
ers and coal miners.
The byproduct of this willful desertification has
Even as he grew frailer and moved into assisted
been the now frequent sand and dust storms that
living, Andy continued as a thoroughgoing Marxistturn the sky dark, sending residents to hospitals
Humanist. He found people on the staff interested in
with severe respiratory problems.
learning of his days in the mines. He created one-onWidespread poverty and high unemployment
one study groups on the works of Dunayevskaya and
among the indigenous population who supposedly
the philosophy of Hegel—going full circle from when
do not have the skills to work at oil and gas facilities,
he had first become a revolutionary in the 1940s and
and ethnic discrimination against Arab residents,
participated in discussions on the emancipatory asgenerated massive protests that have rocked the enpects of Hegel for Marx and Lenin.
tire region in the past few months. As one protester
Andy was with us at an expanded Resident Edisaid: “We are facing the death of Khuzestan.”
torial Board meeting in March as we began discus—Raha
sions of the Draft Perspectives for the 2018 Convention. The philosophy of Marxist-Humanism and the
Subscribe to
organization that has taken responsibility for that
News & Letters, the only Marxistphilosophy, News and Letters Committees, constiHumanist paper in the U.S.!
tuted Andy’s life work. We honor him by continuing
that work, knowing so well that the world is greatly
Still only $5 per year.
diminished by his death.
—Bob McGuire

Andy Phillips
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Why teachers strike

Detroit—When teachers from an entire state can
unite and strike in the middle of a school term, something new in the movement for intellectual freedom
has occurred. The teachers across Oklahoma, as well
as throughout New Jersey, Kentucky and Arizona,
have proved that the statewide strike of teachers in
West Virginia was only the beginning.
Why now, among teachers so dedicated that they
drag themselves to school in bad weather or when
under the weather themselves? Teaching has always
been one of the lowest-paid professions—by no accident, as historically it has been “women’s work.” Demands for better pay and conditions resonate among
teachers in all districts, from the inner city to rural
areas to wealthier suburbs.

ALL THE LIVELONG DAY

When teachers work side jobs to make ends
meet, it takes a toll on their teaching. No one knows
this better than teachers themselves. Preparing lessons, keeping gradebooks and providing timely feedback on student work all require time beyond the
hours of the school day. So when teachers proclaim
they are on strike for their students, they are.
In an overwhelmingly female profession,
the impact of the Women’s Marches and the
#MeToo movement should not be underestimated. The mass student resistance to gun
violence and for a safer world, shown in The
March for Our Lives, has further inspired us.
Low wages reflect the erosion of the profession.
Teachers are asking, “What kind of labor should I
do?” Should I only oversee children being fed facts by
a machine? Should standardized tests, whose scores
determine the fate of the children, myself and my
entire school, dominate my lessons? Or can I play
with my class in the sandbox where I can help them
develop spatial skills (math), cooperation, language
skills and problem solving? The art of teaching
means you have to know your students in order to
connect their lives to the subject matter. Their life
stories tell you what methods are best for that child.

SQUEEZING PROFIT FROM SCHOOLS

The dominance of standardized testing is fueled
by large educational corporations, such as Pearson,
which write the textbooks and the tests for huge
profit. Reliance on standardized tests to prove educational success shows how our capitalist society will
commodify anything that can yield a profit, regardless of its human toll.
Reducing the entire population of a school
to test scores weighs heavily on a teacher’s instinct to relate to each child as a whole human
being. Sadly, television is replete with commercials promoting online learning for underperforming children—the very ones who need
human contact to overcome their learning difficulties.
How do you measure successful teaching and
learning? Is it the young adult you meet years later—that kid who always gave you a hard time—who
says “I learned so much in your class,” or by her
score on a standardized test?
—Susan Van Gelder

On Andy Phillips

Living as we are in an age dominated by the
almighty computer algorithm, “narratives,” brand
building and risible “progressive” politics, the passing of Andy Phillips carries great weight. Andy’s
whole life revolved around the knowledge that the
current social arrangement depends on the sweated
labor of wage workers and those who work for no
wages to make their labor possible.
Andy’s many years in the dangerous coal
mines of northern West Virginia around the
historic town of Scott’s Run were full of rich
experiences of working-class struggle and solidarity in the eventful post-World War II period.
The acts of creative and purposeful resistance
to exploitation and bureaucracy he witnessed
and participated in were the high points of his
eventful life.
The work Andy did to communicate knowledge
of those experiences is a great rebuke to the common sense thinking of today, in which social class
has long since been transformed into an exclusively
cultural category, thereby occluding the contradictions of capitalist society.
Andy, who took his pen name from Wendell
Phillips, abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison’s
greatest co-thinker and critic, was also a great
fighter against racism. Andy’s writings tirelessly decried racism in the coal mines of West
Virginia (reminding us of the forgotten history
of African-American miners) and the auto factories of Detroit.
I had the great opportunity to hear many moving stories from Andy over the years. I was fortunate enough to know him, from the revulsion he felt
at the treatment of enlisted men in the Army Air
Forces during World War II to his experiences visiting Poland during the Solidarity period. I will miss
his great reservoir of kindness, humor and sense of
purpose.
—Kevin O’Brien
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FROM THE WRITINGS OF

RAYADUNAYEVSKAYA

Editor’s note: To observe the 200th birthday of
Karl Marx, we present excerpts of a speech given
by Raya Dunayevskaya on Jan. 1, 1983, the opening of the Marx centenary year. The original, titled
“Marxist-Humanism, 1983: The Summation That
Is a New Beginning, Subjectively and Objectively,”
is in the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection, #7639. It
is excerpted in The Power of Negativity.

Introduction:
Where and how to begin anew?

The reason that we begin, not objectively as
usual, but subjectively, is that the “here and now”
demands a deeper probing into the creative mind of
Marx.
The warp and woof of the Marxian dialectic, the
unchained Hegelian dialectic, the dialectic of the
revolutionary transformation is, after all, true objectively and subjectively. Yet Part III of Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s Philosophy
of Revolution begins the probing of Marx before he
fully broke with bourgeois society, when he worked
on his doctoral thesis “On the Difference between
Democritus and Epicurus.” Thus began his very first
critique of Hegel, in 1841, as it appeared in the Notes
that were known only to himself. What did appear in
the doctoral thesis itself was what pervaded those
Notes, i.e., the question: How to begin anew?
The reason that question reappears here is not
to emphasize how it antedated Marx’s discovery of a
whole new continent of thought and revolution, but
rather because it reappeared in its true profundity
in Marx’s own greatest work, Capital (I’m referring
to the definitive French edition, 1875) as well as in
the very last decade of his life, in what we now call
Marx’s “new moments” of discovery.
Let me rephrase this. The crucial truth is that
the question: How to begin anew? informed the
whole of his dialectic methodology—even after his
discovery of a whole new continent of thought, even
after the publication of the first edition of Capital
as well as the 1875 edition, after the Paris Commune, when he took issue with Mikhailovsky who
had written what turned out to be what all postMarx Marxists likewise accepted as the climax of
the work, that is, the “Historical Tendency of Capitalist Accumulation” as a universal. Marx, on the
other hand, held that that summation of Western
capitalist development was just that—the particular
development of capitalism—which need not be the
universal path of human development. Here we have
the unique way Marx practiced summation as a new
beginning.
The concept of totality as new beginning was
true also on the organizational question: How to begin a new organization when it is to express a whole
philosophy of revolution....The fact that no postMarx Marxists saw that inseparable relationship of
organization to philosophy of revolution is the more
remarkable when you consider that Marx’s closest
collaborator, Frederick Engels, was not only still
alive but worked with Marx very closely in sending
letters to the various so-called Marxist leaders as
Marx tried to stop the unification of the Eisenachists
and Lassalleans on the basis of the Gotha Program.
Beyond the peradventure of a doubt, the Critique of
the Gotha Program formulated a totally different basis for the establishment of a Marxist “Party.”...
Think again about the question of how faithful Engels was to the Gotha Program critique, not
only in the letters written when Marx was alive,
but in the fact that he kept at the German SocialDemocrats for a full 15 years after the Party did not
publish that criticism, and only in 1891 did get it
published.
The tragic truth is that it didn’t make any difference when they did publish it. It didn’t become
ground for the new openly Social-Democratic organization. Nor was any parallel drawn by anyone,
including Frederick Engels, between organization
and Marx’s whole philosophy, though clearly, definitively, this was what Marx’s Critique aimed at.
And just as clearly, [Marx’s] covering letter warned
against the unification because there was to be “no
bargaining about principles.”...
It wasn’t only the Eisenachists and Lassalleans
who knew how to misuse the fact that Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels didn’t make public their break
with the Gotha Program and the German Workers’
Party. The truth is that the German Social-Democrats, who did consider themselves “orthodox” under
its leading “Marxist” theoretician, Karl Kautsky,
did the very same thing later. This time the reason rested in the claim that, since they adhered to
Marx’s “theories,” their Party was the organization
of vanguard socialism. They succeeded in so twisting
the very concept of vanguardism that they made “the
Party” read “the vanguard Party.” ...It is high time
for Marxist-Humanists to concretize “Where and
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On the 200th anniversary of Marx’s birth

New moments in Marx form trail to today
To be Done? was, precisely, the ground of the German Social-Democracy....While Lenin rejected any
type of “halfway dialectic” on the National Question,
he did not see that same type of “halfway dialectic”
in himself on the question of the “vanguard party.”
...Marx never separated organization forms from
The first new moment that was not grasped
his total philosophy of revolution. Indeed...Marx had
by the first post-Marx Marxist generation was due
worked out his whole theory of human development
not merely to the fact that Engels had omitted the
in Capital and in the organizational document, The
paragraph from the French edition of Capital, which
Critique of the Gotha Program—because his prinhad been definitively edited by Marx, when Engels
ciple, a philosophy of revolution, was the ground
transferred Marx’s additions to the German. Marx’s
also of organization....
point in that omitted paragraph on further industriThis, history shows, was not understood by the
alization (as it covered the whole nation) and, with
first post-Marx Marxists. It would take nothing
it, the predomination of foreign over internal trade,
short of the German Social-Democracy’s betrayal
was that although the world market annexed “vast
at the outbreak of World War I before Lenin totally
lands in the New World, in Asia, in Australia,” that
broke with them, and first saw Marx’s Critique of the
wouldn’t abate the general crisis of capitalism....
Gotha Program as most relevant for his day. It was
Far from the climactic “Historical Tendency of
then also that he spelled out most concretely how
Capitalist Accumulation” signifying universality for
revolutionaries could not just “take over” the bourall technological development, it characterized only
geois state machinery. That had to be smashed to
Western Europe, while “the Russians” could choose
smithereens. Lenin made that revolutionary mesa different path. Post-Marx Marxists failed to grasp
sage both more concrete and more comprehensive—
this because they separated economic laws from
a true concrete Universal—when he saw, as insepathe dialectics of revolution. For Marx, on the other
rable, Marx’s theory of revolution and his theory of
hand, it was just this concept of revolution which
human development, concluding,
changed everything, including
“The whole theory of Marx is an
economic laws. He rejected
application of the theory of develthe fact of Western capitalist deopment.” Yet, as we know, Lenin
velopment as a universal for all,
still left the concept of the vandelved into the latest anthropoguard party in its old (though
logical studies, and then wrote
modified) form.
to Vera Zasulich stressing the
A new historic age was
possibility for revolution to erupt
needed
to work out all the ramiin a technologically backward
fications. A new movement from
country like Russia “ahead of the
practice as a form of theory had
West.” In this letter to Zasulich
to emerge and be recognized
he had made direct reference to
before a new attitude could be
the “American” (he was referring
worked out, and that meant, far
to Lewis Henry Morgan’s Ancient
from freeing the movement from
Society) whose studies of pre-captheory of its responsibilities, the
italist societies, Marx thought,
movement from practice was
further proved that the peasant
demanding that theory, too, uncommune form of development
dergo self-development so that
could lead Russia, if the historic
it could concretize for a new age
conditions were ripe and it was
Marx’s revolutionary dialectical
working with West Europe, as
philosophy, which he had called
well, to initiate revolution.
Art by Melissa Farris
To make sure that none mis- Raya Dunayevskaya, informed by a photo by David a “new Humanism.” By the time,
understood his concept of revolu- Turnley, 1983; background is a page from the first in 1956, that the Hungarian
Revolution brought Marx’s phition and the prediction of revolu- draft of Karl Marx’s letter to Vera Zasulich, 1881.
losophy onto the historic stage,
tion in the “East” ahead of the
we had developed that new Humanism in the U.S.
“West,” he (this time with Engels) had written a new
By 1960, the Third World theorist Frantz Fanon had
Introduction to the Russian edition of nothing less
developed his liberation philosophy and called it “a
important than his Communist Manifesto. There he
new Humanism.”
publicly spelled out that prediction. That was 1882!
By the 1970s Marx’s Ethnological Notebooks
This was not the only new moment Marx diswere finally transcribed so that Marx’s Marxism
covered which post-Marx Marxists didn’t grasp.
could be seen as a totality. It is this which Rosa
The second new moment again related to theory.
Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s PhilosThis time it was a new interpretation of the dialectic itself in two crucial areas in the transformation
ophy of Revolution is rooted in when it takes a new
of reality. Everyone knows the 1850 Address [to the
look at Marx’s 1875 Critique. The new book devotes a
Communist League], which ended with the call for
whole chapter to the Critique, entitling that chapter:
“revolution in permanence,” though hardly anyone
“The Philosopher of Permanent Revolution Creates
has related it to Marx’s continuing concretization of
Ground for Organization.”...
the dialectic of negativity, as the dialectics of revoluThe fourth new moment which opened with the
tion. None seem to have even begun to grapple with
Ethnological Notebooks (finally transcribed in the
what it meant for Marx, as he was already complet1970s) reveals itself equally and even more urgently
ing economic analysis of capitalism (and pre-capirelevant to our age for Women’s Liberation. It is this
talist societies) in the Grundrisse in 1857, to have so
work which enables us to see with new eyes that
fully integrated the dialectic and the economics as to
Marx’s 1844 concept of Man/Woman—far from being
articulate that the socialism that would follow the
something that only the allegedly “utopian” young
bourgeois form of production signified “the absolute
Marx had articulated—was deepened throughout
movement of becoming.” What an Hegelian expreshis life.
sion to use to describe that full development of all
Thus, in 1867, as he was preparing the first edithe talents of the individual that would mark the
tion of Capital for the press, and Dr. Kugelmann had
new socialist society!
given him his early essays, Marx wrote to Engels:
That the question of individual self-develop“We have nothing to be ashamed of.” Marx also rement and social, revolutionary, historical developlated these early essays to the 1867 debates around
ment would thus become one manifests itself in the
Capital, holding that “the feminine ferment” was inGrundrisse. It is no accident that it was there where
herent in revolutions throughout history.
Marx stopped speaking of only three universal forms
From his activities in the Paris Commune, we
of human development—slave, feudal and capitalknow how Marx had laid the ground in establishist—and included a fourth universal form: the “Asiing the Union des Femmes, following this through by
atic mode of production.” That post-Marx Marxists
making it a principle that the First International esfailed to have that as ground for working out the retablish autonomous women’s organizations. Finally,
ality of their age and thus anticipate what we now
with his last work, the Ethnological Notebooks, he
call a whole new Third World is exactly what this
further enshrined this new attitude by showing the
age is still suffering from.
revolutionary presence of women throughout hisThe third new moment—that on organization—
tory, from the Iroquois women to the Irish women
was not only not grasped, but actually rejected.
before British imperialism conquered Ireland.
Post-Marx Marxists were always “proving” that, beClearly, all four new moments, in theory and
cause Marx had not worked out a “theory” of orgapractice, in organization and spelling out “the new
nization, while Lassalle knew how to build a mass
passions and new forces” for the reconstruction of
party, he left them no model to practice. The First
society on new, Humanist beginnings—first namInternational, they said, had included so many coning the proletariat as Subject; then working out the
tradictory tendencies that Karl Marx was forced to
revolutionary role of the peasantry, not only as in
“consign it to die in the U.S.” Indeed, all of them were
Engels’ The Peasant War in Germany but as in the
quick to twist the whole concept of “vanguardism” as
peasant communal form in the 1880s; and always
if it meant, simply and only, “the party.” Neither “Lesingling out youth and then women as Reason as
ninists” nor opponents of Lenin have been willing
well as forces of revolution—have laid new paths of
to acknowledge that the ground for [Lenin’s] What Is
revolution, a whole trail for the 1980s....
how to begin anew” for our age by looking at those
“new moments” in Marx as the trail to the 1980s.

I. The four new moments in
Marx that are the 1980s trail
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50 years later...

The 1968 French general strike—its meaning today
by Eugene Walker

For me as an observer-participant, the general
strike of ten million workers and students in France
in 1968 was an exhilarating experience.* Being in
Paris was being in a whirlwind. How quickly,
and with such power, a movement from below
can emerge and take action. In days, forces
that supposedly had “nothing in common,”
students at the elite Sorbonne and workers
at the Sud-Aviation aircraft factory, found
common ground, interchanged experiences
and ideas, visited each other in factory and
university, stormed the streets together—
ten million strong, demanding to be rid of
Charles de Gaulle, reaching for a new beginning. It was a singular, magnificent moment,
and yet, it fell short of becoming an uprooting social transformation. It was a near revolution that never became a full one.**

When we look at France 1968 there is no doubt
about it being a high point of the 1960s. I wrote then
of the vast outpouring of the “Committees of Action”
primarily created by groups of students to work at
Serge Hambourg

ing out of the unity of practice and theory, a
realization that the act alone will not suffice,
we end up in incomplete, failed, and transformed-into-opposite revolutions.
Marxism—that is, Marx’s Marxism, his
revolutionary humanism, his uniting Reason and Revolution—was the missing link
within the events of France 1968. It was at
the heart of the duality that made France
1968 a missed revolutionary moment, and
not a new society.

LESSONS FOR TODAY?

The missed moment of France 1968 is
not merely an historical footnote. It is the
living challenge/task that remains for us today. Look at the crucial moments that have
been arising here and now:
• The hundreds of thousands who joined
the women’s marches in opposition to Trump
WHAT DOES FRANCE 1968 MEAN NOW
and on March 8, and the #MeToo movement
which is about women’s experiences in all
Can that near revolution help today’s
walks of life.
social movements transcend the present mo• The Black Lives Matter coalition that
ment? Just as a half-century ago in France Protesters march down Boulevard Saint Michel on May 10, 1968. Their banner reads:
shows how pervasive is the racism which the
1968, we are experiencing important new be- “Sorbonne Teachers Against Repression.”
Civil Rights Movement was not able to fully
ginnings emerging in response to the many
eradicate, also reveals that Black masses’ humanity
contradictions of capitalist society: Black Lives Matuniversities, visit the factories, assist workers in
is forever putting American civilization on trial.
ter, massive marches and the #MeToo movement as
writing leaflets, bring together students and workers
• The massive reaction of high school youth
new expressions of Women’s Liberation, a movement
for discussions and actions: “It is especially the Comwith the March for Our Lives against the madness
emerging from high school students with the March
mittees of Action which are the form of the French
of U.S. gun violence showing the possibilities of a
for Our Lives against the madness of gun violence,
Revolt. Not a single party or a single action, but a
different future.
as well as inklings of a new labor militancy in recent
multiplicity of actions, thoughts, ideas. To the extent
Each of these movements has been feeding and
teacher walkouts.
that the Committees of Action represent the selfwatering the others. And perhaps the teachers’
I wonder whether the “experience of
development and self-determination of the millions
strikes are an intimation of something new for labor.
1968”—its power and creativity from below but
of French workers and students, women and men, to
Of course we are not yet at the level of a
as well its incompleteness and ultimate failthat extent are we on the way to a new France.”
decisive moment like France 1968, where “tout
ure to transform French society—might have
DUALITIES IN THE MOVEMENT
est possible” (all is possible). But that is where
something to say to the possibilities and difall the difficulties came forth. Today’s new
ficulties we are facing today in our efforts to
And yet at the same time, there was a duality
uproot the old and reach toward an emancipageneration of rebels can make a leap forward
in France 1968—for in the end de Gaulle remained
tory future?
that France could not. “All is possible” was an
in power without needing to fire a shot. The dualimportant and exciting moment. But it is only
ity had a number of aspects. First was the counter* For a Marxist-Humanist analysis see: my in-person rethe opening of a door. What will be necessary
revolutionary actions and power of the Communist
port “Massive Revolt of Workers and Students Is Real
to march through, to transform the possible to
Party, which had a dominant role in the main trade
Spirit of France,” June-July 1968 News & Letters, as
the actual of a new society and not a return to
union,
the
CGT.
They
worked
day
and
night
to
limit
well as my youth report, “France, Spring 1968—Massthe old as in De Gaulle’s France?
the contact between students and workers, to hem in
es in Motion, Ideas in Free Flow,” The Raya DunayevsIf we have all this creativity from below what
the revolt, seeking to turn it into merely a question
kaya Collection, #3926, www.rayadunayevskaya.org.
else is needed? What can give action a revolution** See also: “The French Revolt and Its Analysts” in The
of reforms.
ary direction? Certainly it is not the vanguard party!
Workers resisted, turning down an agreeMissing Link, Perspectives Report to the News and
Yet organization is needed. But any revolutionary
Letters Convention, 1968, The Raya Dunayevskaya
ment that the CGT engineered with the govorganization must be based on the organization of
Collection, #4123. France, May 1968 in Philosophy and
ernment, but there was no doubt that the
Revolution, pgs. 273-275.
thought—that is, revolutionary philosophy. That
Communists were intent on stopping the posis what allows the possible to become the actual of
sibility of a full revolution, one that they could
revolution in permanence. If not, the void in thought
not control. De Gaulle appreciated their efwill be filled with the continuing actual of the classforts to limit the power of a movement, even
based, sexist and racist society that we and the enas he appealed to the fascist right to come to
tire world live under.
his aid.
The duality of France 1968, however, was not
Manila, the Philippines—The Left in the Philipalone the actions of the Communists. A second aspines is fragmented: from the groupings around the
pect was the illusions that other revolutionaries,
Maoist-inspired Communist Party of the Philippines
particularly the Trotskyists of that day, had about
and its allies, to the so-called yellow Social Demothe Communists. They fought and criticized the
crats Akbayan that allied with the capitalist Liberal
Communists, but refused to recognize the class naby Elise
Democrats of the past Benigno Aquino III administure of this so-called Communism that was in fact a
Trinity College Dublin students marched for
tration, to the Socialist Laban ng Masa coalition of
form of capitalism, state-capitalism, that had arisen
quality
healthcare for Transgender people. Union
socialist and democratic left groups and social movewith the transformation of Russia from a workers’
of Students members and other Transgender rights
ments. Though practicing diverse tactics in dealing
state with Stalin’s consolidation of power. (For a
supporters marched outside the Irish Parliament,
with, addressing and engaging sociopolitical issues
discussion of Trotskyism’s role in France 1968, see
calling for shorter wait times than the current two
here in the Philippines, all have the same analysis
Dunayevskaya’s “Who Arrested the French Revoluyears for hormone replacement therapy and gender
and strategic campaigns against the fascist Rodrigo
tion,” June-July 1968 N&L.)
affirming surgery. They also want an informed conDuterte government.
Even those who did not have any illusions about
sent model rather than the medical/diagnostic modThe human rights community here all
the Communists, such as the revolutionary student
el, and a ban on psychiatric diagnosis.
have memberships and affiliations in those
leader Daniel Cohn-Bendit, contributed to the dualthree Left groupings, so even human rights ad***
ity by his view that it is “the act” which is key, and
vocates are divided when it comes to political
Bisexual
female
youth
suffer depression and
any theory needed could be picked up “en route.”
beliefs and persuasions.
suicide more than straight women and Lesbians,
NEEDED REVOLUTIONARY THEORY
During my college days, I experienced the life of
facing more bullying and more denial that they exIn the end, dismissal of the need to work out reva Maoist radical. Never have I tried the road of the
ist, from both the straight and the Lesbian and Gay
olutionary theory, the reduction of theory to strategy
Social Democrats for I know how discredited they are
communities. Bisexual youth in general often do not
and tactics, to the political at most, was at the heart
in most urban and rural poor communities for their
have an adult to turn to for help. The HRC Foundaof the duality leading to a missed revolutionary mocollaborative style of politics with capitalist politition, BiNet USA, the Bisexual Resource Center and
ment in France a half century ago. It is not of course
cians. As an advocate of Marxist Humanism here,
the Bisexual Organizing Project released the study
that theory, or its fullest development—a philosothe crowd around the Socialist Laban ng Masa prespublished in the Journal of Adolescent Health. It
phy of human liberation, of revolution—can by itself
ents spaces for political pluralism and constructive
confirms previous research that Bisexual people face
transform the situation. We are not romantics or
dialogue with different Marxist traditions. That’s
major health disparities throughout our lives.
abstract revolutionists. A philosophy of revolution,
why I opted with this movement.
***
dialectics of revolution, can only be fully realized in
It is an uphill battle for us when it comes
Lesbian
refugees
living
in an East African refuaction. It must be created anew, expressed within
to fighting and resisting the authoritarian
gee camp will have a chicken farm to tend, estabthe
realm
of
practice.
But
a
philosophy
of
revolution
and fascist regime of Duterte. His so-called
lished by Alturi, Mossier Social Action and Innovacan only be realized in this manner if living revopopulist, nationalist and even self-proclaimed
tion Center and Rustin Fund for Global Equity. To
lutionaries are consciously aware of the necessity
socialist affiliations all but resound a Nazi
donate to the project, go to: https://donatenow.netto
develop
and
practice
it
before,
during
and
after
overtone of terror as can be seen in his War on
workforgood.org/eastafricachickenfarm.
the
revolutionary
moment.
Only
then
does
it
become
Drugs campaign in liquidating and killing his
revolution in permanence as Marx developed it.
***
targeted four million so-called drug addicts.
In France, as in many other revolutionary
The government of Bermuda banned same-sex
And now his guns are pointed even at those critmoments in history, there was a failure, bemarriage less than a year after its Supreme Court
ics of his government, which includes the human
fore and during the revolt, to see philosophic
legalized it. In response, activists in a number of
rights community. Even if we surpassed Duterte, his
preparation for revolution and its concretizacountries have called for a boycott of the tourism infascist regime has eroded the values of the dignity
dustry that Bermuda’s economy depends on. Howtion within the ongoing struggle as the crucial
of life and the essence of democracy. It will be a treever, Queer rights activists in Bermuda, fearful of
challenge. It was “the missing link.” Neither
mendous task for all of us in rebuilding and renewthe harm that many LGBT businesses would suffer,
“the correct vanguard party line” nor “the reving human rights values in our citizens that have
are calling for tourists to patronize those businesses
olutionary act,” no matter how profound, can
been blinded by a Nazi dictator, namely Duterte.
instead.
substitute for it. If there is not an active seek—Correspondent

Fight against
Duterte’s fascism
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WOMEN’S LIBERATION

That was a great article by Terry
Moon on “#MeToo, Women’s Marches Show the Resistance Deepens”
(March-April N&L). I could hear her
screaming at times, feel her passion
and Reason! I loved how she showed
the long history, decades of women’s
struggles, and how it’s in relationship to other movements like Black
Lives Matter—and on an international scale because the whole world
needs changing. The best point was
that what women are actually demanding is a different
world, where we are
seen as human and
free to become. The
relationship/connection of Say Her
Name to Me Too is
something I’d never
have thought of.
But it makes sense.
And, thank you for
shaming the part of
the Left who dumps on
the Women’s March. I want nothing of
their supposed radicalism; they’re despicable.
Independent feminist
Chicago
***
As expected, the security forces,
in and out of uniform, prevented a
March 8 International Women’s Day
assembly in front of the Labor Ministry in Tehran. Many, however, did
show up. Women were chanting: “This
is the voice of freedom,” “No to sexual
discrimination,” “Freedom, equality,
sexual justice,” “Just and equal pay for
women.” Dozens, including a woman
journalist, were roughed up and arrested and taken by security vans to
unknown places.
Iranian exile
Northern California
***
The 20th century women’s liberation movement made it possible to see
the feminist dimension of Luxemburg.
Dunayevskaya saw it as integral to her
thought and activity as a revolutionary—which is still not the way many
view her. (See “Rosa Luxemburg as
Feminist,” March-April N&L.) After
reading some of today’s writers using
Luxemburg’s speech on women’s suffrage as a weapon against “bourgeois”
feminism—meaning any that doesn’t
subordinate itself to class struggle—
it’s a breath of fresh air to read of how,
ten years earlier, she was already arguing that women’s suffrage would

READERS’VIEWS

counter the sexist “philistine family
life” atmosphere that infected even
the socialist parties.
Subscriber
Southern California

•

YOUTH IN THE BATTLE

The March for Our Lives was
great. Bridging the gap between generations is so important, as often
teenagers are just brushed aside and
not taken seriously. It’s sad that kids
getting shot in their own classrooms
is what it takes to have kids taken seriously. These kids are amazing.
Young woman marcher
Chicago

•

BLACKS vs. RACISM

St. Croix in the Virgin Islands is
in slow motion mode in terms of recovery from Hurricane Maria. More attention is paid to “getting the Island
ready for tourists” than for the betterment and welfare of the locals, many
of whom are still in dire need of help.
The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) continues to assess
damages, then gives a ridiculously
small amount for restoration. Knowledge of the original purpose of FEMA
makes it easy to understand its present manner of functioning. Until 1979
it was known as the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency. FEMA officials coordinated with Oliver North and drew
up “emergency” plans to handle widespread uprisings in urban ghettos or
widespread civil protests against a
U.S. invasion. Their contingency plan
included, among other things, establishing detention camps to hold up to
22 million African Americans.
Gloria Joseph
St. Croix
***
Black Lives Matter has been
gaining momentum here in the Bay
Area after what happened to Stephon
Clark in Sacramento. I feel almost
disbelief at this local policy by the police of emptying their entire magazine
(20 rounds!) at a suspect if there is
the slight hint of a firefight. That is

REMEMBERING ANDY PHILLIPS, 1924-2018

My father’s name, Andy Phillips,
signifies a founding member of News
and Letters Committees, which was
founded at the height of the McCarthy Era. To affiliate oneself with an
organization founded on FREEDOM
was an extremely dangerous position
in 1955. To me, he was my father. We
called him “The Patient One.” This
was in juxtaposition to my mom,
Olga Domanski, who was NOT. He
had his bumps and boils, like anyone
else, but to me he was an amazing
father. He was brilliant, patient, caring. He was steadfast to certain principles—always on the side of labor
and “minorities” in his thought, his
writing, his discussions with anyone.
He was also humble, and flexible
(when appropriate), and an amazing
father. This world is less for his loss.
Erica Rae
Northern Illinois
***
It is so sad about Andy’s passing.
I always felt inspired by his talks and
learned something every time I met
him.
Sue S.
Chicago
***
Andy Phillips is missed. His was
a great voice for workers, especially
mineworkers, who still face many
dangerous conditions, including that
their healthcare is in peril. Doctors
working for mining companies deny
miners suffer from pulmonary diseases. It is my hope that Andy lives
on, inspiring workers to realize and
demand their rights. I am hopeful of

a resurgence of the organized labor
movement in the U.S.
Worker
Illinois
***
Please accept my deepest condolences on the death of our dear
comrade Andy Phillips. He was a
member of our proletarian greatest
generation: Raya, Charles, Olga, and
all the rest of the giants that we look
up to in awe.
Curtis
Battle Creek, Mich.
***
Andy embodied worker and intellectual at a crucial moment in
history. He had the rare ability to
bring people back to Planet Earth
when discussions got too far out in
the “ozone.” We shared an interest
in worker safety, which we had responsibilities for. You might not get
along with your co-worker but your
survival depends on looking out for
each other. This objective need to
treat each other well offers a glimpse
of what a truly human society would
be like. Andy had a sly sense of humor. In the weightiest moments, if
the occasion for a joke came up, he
knew how to spring a good one. He
wrote in a direct style and never
abandoned the Slovak tongue of his
childhood. He understood the multidimensionality of language is important to thought itself. We will miss
this brave freedom fighter and amazing man. It was great to know him.
D. Chêneville
Oakland, Calif.

such a degraded thing to do even for
law enforcement. Just five blocks from
a friend’s house here police fired 99
rounds, killing a young Latino man in
March. This is almost unprecedented,
at least in my memory.
Subscriber
Bay Area
***
Thousands of people in Los Angeles marched for Dr. Martin Luther
King’s birthday. Unfortunately missing was the spirit of the Black struggle
for equality in housing, for decent jobs
and education, a city to live in without fear from police violence or being
incarcerated, without feeling that society does not know how to resolve its
racism. As opposed to this rosy show,
the Martin Luther King Coalition of
Greater Los Angeles supports Black
Lives Matter, ending mass incarceration and the criminalization of communities of color, healthcare for all,
decent and affordable housing. The
King Coalition calls for resisting police
brutality, war, racism, anti-Semitism,
anti-Indigenous and anti-immigrant
hatred, attacks on women, LGBTQ
people, the poor and homeless, the elderly, working people, youth and the
environment.
Mannel
Los Angeles
***
The State of Michigan has stopped
providing bottled water to Flint. An
independent study of samples from
110 homes between October 2017 and
March 2018 showed that with only a
few exceptions the lead level was well
below the federal standard for lead
level safety. However, only 3,000 of
18,000 lead service lines have been replaced. Marc Edwards, one of the experts who exposed the water crisis in
2015, said that Flint residents should
still use water filters. He undoubtedly was concerned about the severity
of the problem that caused 12 deaths
from Legionnaire’s disease, among
many other problems. Churches and
individuals have stepped in to provide
free water since the State is refusing
to do so. On April 11, two busloads
of Flint residents went to Lansing to
protest in the Capitol, demanding that
the state government replace the remaining lead service lines.
Dan
Flint, Mich.

•

BORDER COP THUGS

Seán Ó Nualláin, chair of the International Congress of Irish Studies,
was assaulted by a number of officials
of U.S. Customs and the U.S. Border
Patrol on March 8 at the Dublin Airport in Ireland. He said:
“I was told that they rendered my
application to enter the U.S. invalid.
This is the point that things got ugly. I
said fair enough, just give me back my
passport and my phone, which they
had seized. I assumed I was free to go
but that actually was not the case. The
official who had my phone and passport assaulted me and I ran across the
airport floor back to Ireland as I saw
it. This is not how they saw it and 10
of them ran after me and assaulted
me from behind, drawing blood in the
process. They then locked me in their
little Guantánamo in their section of
the Dublin airport, doing a full frisk
including a crotch search. I was refused access to an Irish Department
of Foreign Affairs official. When the
Irish airport cops arrived to get me,
there was a marked change of attitude
and the Irish cops took all their names
and then advised me to go to the police
station to make a formal complaint of
the assault, which I have done.”
Is this the Trumpian future:
small countries and their citizens,
beaten into submission? I protest this
violation of the basic human rights of
an Irish citizen by foreign thugs in his
own country!
Séamas Cain
Duluth, Minn.
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MIDDLE EAST STRUGGLES

Those Western Leftists who are
silent about the Assad regime’s genocide in Syria want us to believe they
are outraged by the attacks on some of
his bases. I can’t buy it. Some of these
Leftists are as dirty as any colonialist. And Trump wants us to believe
he is outraged by chemical weapons
murders. I don’t buy that either, since
he cares nothing for the hundreds of
thousands murdered with conventional weapons (including by the U.S.
in Raqqa). Unless the Assad regime is
destroyed, Syrian people will continue
to suffer and die, bourgeois democracy
will continue to rot from within, and
revolutionary hope everywhere will
continue to be crushed. Humanity will
stand with the Syrian Revolution or
die without it. Long live Free Syria!
Tim Finnigan
Chicago
***
As much as I understand the urgency in alleviating the human suffering in Yemen, it angers me to read
reports on how the United Nations
Human Rights Council on May 3 held
a donor conference for Yemen, collecting money as a way to wash away its
guilt and its responsibility in the catastrophe there. Money promised to be
sent won’t arrive in total to the most
vulnerable, as previous donations never arrived fully, till now. This money is
only a painkiller. The real remedy is
to find a political solution, sooner than
today.
Afrah Nassar
Cairo, Egypt

•

VOICES FROM BEHIND BARS

The work y’all do has inspired me
to want to become politically savvy
and find my voice. Have y’all considered starting a book club and writing
workshop?
I think y’all
could
inspire prisoners and
help us become activists in our
own right.
Furthermore, those who show they’re
capable could come home and push
the cause forward.
Prisoner
Florence, Colo.
***
I really love your journalism, as do
many of my friends. I do wish to keep
receiving your publication when I am
released. I will be homeless, so please
send your awesome paper to the enclosed address so I can also share with
my family and friends.
Prisoner
Salem, Ore.
***
Your newspaper is informative to
a fresh young mind, hungry for the
light in a world and government based
on lies and deceit. In a place surrounded by brick and steel, I can find comfort in N&L to insure that the word
of the unheard have a voice to share.
I am most interested in continuing to
receive your paper. Thank you for your
support and supporters who make it
possible for me to receive N&L.
Prisoner
Florence, Ariz.
***
I really enjoy getting N&L. The
read is always spot on. My sister is
the only person who keeps in touch
and helps with what funds she can. So
for now I respectfully request that if a
donor can be found to help me to continue getting N&L, please do so. When
I’m out, I will subscribe and be a donor
for someone else in need. Thank you
for all the work and the truth that is
printed in your paper. I share it with
many and they can’t get enough either.
Prisoner
Milton, Fla.
TO OUR READERS: Can
you donate $5 for a prisoner who
cannot pay for a subscription
to N&L? Prisoners are eligible to
continue their free subscriptions
when they first get released.
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TRUMP: THE ENEMY OF FREEDOM

Trump’s campaign made it clear that his presidency aimed to gut not only the rights women had
fought for over decades, but the rights of all those
who fought for freedom. The Women’s March on Jan.
21, 2017, was the launch of the “resistance” against
such retrogression, against racism, sexism, heterosexism, ableism, and xenophobic fascism made so
much worse by Trump’s rise to power. One year later, the Jan. 20, 2018, Women’s Marches proved that
the struggle continues undiminished. The #MeToo
movement against sexual harassment, rape and a
rape culture that has lasted for centuries, followed
by the outpourings on IWD and the youth’s tremendous Marches—again worldwide—on March 24,
show a rising, militant and multi-dimensional movement from practice that is itself a form of theory—a
movement that is still growing, and gaining strength
and confidence.
That strength, confidence and staying
power will be sorely needed as the incredible power of the U.S. government is turned
against women, people of color, the poor, immigrants and any and all who are not reactionary, white, male and a member of the 1%.
The war against women is as well an attack on
people of color, the poor, the disabled and people who
are gender queer. Black, disabled women, etc., are
the ones who suffer more from any and all restrictions placed on women—from offensives against
healthcare, abortion rights, contraception, welfare,
insurance, housing, voting rights, anti-discrimination measures and more—all of which the Trump
administration has already attacked.
Just in the last few months some of the most restrictive abortion laws have been passed, including:
• Mississippi now prohibits abortion after 15
weeks of pregnancy with no exceptions for rape or
1. “Demonstrators protest in Poland on Women’s Day,”
Radio Poland, March 9, 2018. http://thenews.pl/1/9/
Artykul/353041,Demonstrators-protest-in-Poland-onWomens-Day.
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YOUTH ARE A FORCE FOR FREEDOM

A new generation of youth are calling out a society destroying their future with not only mass shootings but climate disruption, bleak job prospects, and
fascism and war. The March for Our Lives, preceded
by nationwide school walkouts, showed students
rejecting this society’s valuing their lives less than
the profits of gun manufacturers, represented by the
NRA, which has deep roots in white supremacy. That
was understood implicitly when a group of Black
youth in Chicago met with Parkland, Fla., students
and continued protesting violence back in their Chicago neighborhood as well as school shootings.
Acknowledging their relative privilege, the
Parkland students made sure that Black and Brown
youth would be front and center in the protests and
that they would be heard—like 11-year-old Naomi
Wadler, who spoke in Washington “to represent the
African-American girls whose stories don’t make the
front page of every national newspaper.” She called
attention to the killing of 17-year-old Courtlin Arrington at Huffman High School in Birmingham,
Ala., three weeks after the Parkland shooting.
The speeches, signs and interviews with
protesters proved that far more was raised
there than calling for gun control, fighting the
NRA and defeating its candidates in elections.

BLM TOGETHER WITH YOUTH & LABOR

Black Lives Matter is participating and not separating this movement from opposition to the killings by police, showing how the city of Chicago takes
the ongoing slaughter of Black youth for granted and
responds by calling for more police and stigmatizing
youth of color by putting them on its “gang database.” The administration, with robeless Klansman
Attorney General Jeff Sessions in the lead, is happy
to let guns proliferate, making that one more excuse
to intensify mass incarceration at the very moment
dissatisfaction with the prison industrial complex
has spread to the point that even many members of
Congress were ready to institute mild reforms. The
Black dimension is a vital part of all of the youth,
women’s and labor resistance.
Labor is also stirring. The Fight for $15 move2. “UPDATE: New Indiana Law requires doctors to report
to state women’s physical or psychological complications connected to abortion,” nwitimes.com, 3/29/2018.

And worker unrest was at the heart of the revolt
in Iran (see “Iranian workers, youth reach for new
revolutionary beginnings,” Jan.-Feb. N&L; also see
“Only revolt grows in Iran’s deserts,” p. 3 of this issue), which continues as we go to press. That revolt
by working-class youth, with an important women’s
dimension that goes beyond the mass street revolts,
had roots in the 2011 revolutions in North Africa and
the Middle East. The Arab Spring brought the idea
of revolution front and center. It also showed once
again that, without merging with a philosophy of
revolution in permanence, revolutions will remain
unfinished or turn into their opposite.
While all this is only the sheerest of revolutionary beginnings, it is the context in which we must
work to ensure that these beginnings are what will
determine the end.

III. The reality and the myth of
contemporary capitalism

To fully grasp the revolutionary forces and the
potential pathways to liberation, we must also grasp
how they are embedded in the objective world economic situation. Not as a trap from which there is no
escape, as the proponents of “There Is No Alternative to capitalism” would have us believe, or their
Left ideological counterparts who believe advanced
capitalism has destroyed the revolutionary subjectivity of the working class. No, we must grasp it as
the social and material context that must be revolutionized in order to transcend alienation and create
a new human society.

STATE-CAPITALISM STILL RULES

What is clear is, first, that imperialistic, militaristic, nuclear-armed state-capitalism is still the
order of the day. All the globalization, privatization,
austerity, and alleged attempts to cut government
deficits cannot hide that fact.
Second, the world and national economies
still revolve around production of surplusvalue, which only comes from sweated labor in
continued on p. 8
3. See “A spree of rebellions in the Greater Noida, India,”
by Charlie Chap, Aug. 21, 2017, https://libcom.org/
news/spree-rebellions-noida-greater-noida-21082017
and “In India, Farmers Face a Terrifying Crisis,” by P.
Sainath, April 13, 2018, New York Times.

Urszula Wislanka for News & Letters

a hospital to protest the majority of Italian doctors
who refuse to preform legal abortions. The Catholic Church—which backs many of the draconian
laws introduced in a plethora of U.S. states as well
as countries—was not exempt from women’s explicit
anger. At the IWD Conference of Catholic Women,
former Irish President May McAleese proclaimed:
“The Catholic Church has long since been a primary
global carrier of the toxic virus of misogyny. Its leadership has never sought a cure for that virus though
the cure is freely available: Its name is equality.”
Over 5.3 million women in Spain joined a
24-hour strike, with hundreds of thousands
joining in protests in 200 locations across the
country. Huelga Feminista’s manifesto, released for IWD, proclaimed: “We call for rebellion and the struggle against the alliance between patriarchy and capitalism that wants us
to be docile, submissive and silent.”
Women in Turkey again raged against the reactionary policies of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan.
Thousands marched in Istanbul demanding an end
to violence and chanting: “We won’t shut up, we are
not afraid, we won’t obey.” Women in the Philippines made clear they consider President Rodrigo
Duterte a fascist and a sexist as thousands marched
with signs reading, “#NeverAgain to a fascist dictatorship.” Chinese women made fun of President Xi
Jinping’s constitutional amendment to scrap term
limits to allow him to stay in power indefinitely,
while women in Afghanistan rallied in Kabul
and women in Saudi Arabia and Iraq went jogging through the streets, making the point that the
streets also belong to them.
In Poland, over 2,000 women in Warsaw distinguished themselves from their fascist-leaning
government by creating a monument which they
proclaimed a symbol of women who fought for “independence, solidarity and sisterhood.” Their manifesto demanded the right to abortion, sexual education
for children, government-subsidized contraception,
a ban on doctors and pharmacists denying services
due to their personal beliefs, for pay equality, and for
measures against domestic violence.1

incest;
ment continues to spread. After teachers’ strikes in
• A new law in Arizona would force women to
West Virginia and Oklahoma, strike threats in Kensay why they want an abortion;
tucky and Arizona won concessions for teachers from
• Kentucky banned the safest and most common
state governments. A new labor militancy is taking
abortion procedure after 11 weeks;
place in the context of the decades-long campaign to
• Indiana now can force doctors to submit an
roll back the concessions made to labor in the 1930s
absurdly detailed report when a woman seeks treatNew Deal and to destroy unions altogether, with
ment for a condition that can in any way be construed
the Janus Supreme Court case being only the latas connected to her abortion, even decades later;2
est salvo. The capitalists disregard the reason those
• Ohio legislators are contemplating a bill to
concessions were made: to stave off workers’ revoluban all abortions with no exceptions, even to save a
tion. Indulging in the illusion that their dismantling
woman’s life.
of the welfare state, globalization of competition beThere has also been an unprecedented guttween workers, and decimation of job security have
ting of birth control access, including:
tamed workers, they are blocking a pressure valve,
• Destroying the Affordable Care Act’s birth
that is, the union bureaucracy. The teachers’ strikes
control mandate that allowed women free contracepare a beginning, but not the last word.
tion of their choice;
Time and again the labor bureaucracy has
• Planned Parenthood is now defunded in several
states. The Trump
Administration
aims to do so on the
national level;
•
Attempting to completely
destroy or divert
the nation’s family
planning program
Title X by: 1. Fun- A slice of the huge March for Our Lives in Oscar Grant Plaza in Oakland, Calif., on March 24, 2018 ( article p. 11).
neling monies away
from family planning focused sites like Planned Parthrown itself in the way of the self-activity of
enthood; 2. Pushing unreliable so-called “natural
the working class. This was seen in the way
family planning” like the rhythm method and withUnited Steelworkers president Leo Gerard apdrawal, rather than what women actually want; 3.
plauded Trump for his imposition of steel and
Destroying the widely successful Teen Pregnancy
aluminum tariffs, portraying him as a friend
Prevention Program that cut teen pregnancy by 23%
of steelworkers. The impact of the teachers’
and instead spending millions of taxpayer money
strikes in West Virginia and Oklahoma were
on the proven failure of abstinence-only messages;
undercut when the New Jersey labor bureauand 4. Destroying women’s and youths’ privacy by
cracy refused to okay a walkout because they
involving parents and husbands in what should be a
didn’t get the go-ahead from the governor.
woman’s decision.
That reveals a barrier to spreading the miliThese are only a very few of the new attancy to the labor movement as a whole.
tacks on women and only what is happening
Internationally, labor revolt is widespread, esin the U.S. Another facet is Education Departpecially in low-wage countries where much indusment Secretary Betsy DeVos’s lies about the
trial production has relocated, from Haiti to Banglararity of campus rape and how she wants to
desh. Strikes continue at a rate of over 100 a month
prioritize “due process” for those accused of
in China. India has been beset by strikes and other
rape, while letting those who have been raped
labor actions—from car factories like Maruti Suzuki
swing in the wind.
in Gurgaon to a revolt of women domestic workers
Given this huge escalation of the war on women,
and their community at the Mahagun Moderne gatwhat is clear is that women’s demands are—and for
ed community outside Delhi—as well as a six-day
their own survival have to be—for a very different
march of 40,000 poor farmers and landless peasants
world than the one we now inhabit. It is one where
to Mumbai in March.3
human beings are valued as human beings, and that
French railway workers, teachers, students and
is a world it will take a revolution to create. Women’s
other workers went on strike in March to oppose
future is not the only one in jeopardy.
President Emmanuel Macron’s anti-labor decrees.
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continued from p. 7
the production of commodities; value production did not cease to be the determinant just
because most manufacturing relocated to lowwage countries like China. Labor did not cease
to be exploited, alienated labor, and technology did not cease to generate unemployment,
precarious employment and intensified exploitation.
As xenophobic nationalism, border walls and
trade wars rise, they have punctured the illusion
born of globalization that the nation-state is dead
and has been replaced by the sovereignty of a transnational empire, and yet the theory based on the
illusion persists. The illusion that state-capitalism
ended with 1989-91 (except perhaps in China and
North Korea) and was privatized out of existence
by neoliberalism has also been punctured. And yet
all too many theoreticians disarm themselves by
dismissing the category of state-capitalism as irrelevant or wrong.
For decades, the working class has been declared
dead as a revolutionary subject. More recently, the
displacement of much of the labor of production to
China and other low-wage countries led to illusions
that some newer form of labor (such as “affective”)
had totally displaced value-producing labor, or even
replaced capitalist economic value with some other
kind of “value.” This type of theory displaces the revolt of labor, especially in those low-wage countries
where it has surged. While workers’ revolt is not
limited to those who produce value in the capitalist
sense, and while the construction of a new society
depends on the self-activity of all and the breakdown
of the division between workers and exploiters, the
world economy still runs on extraction of value from
sweated labor. N&L never stopped covering labor as
Subject, but the illusion persists.

and stock prices. Besides building toward a new debt
crisis, real estate speculation is fostering displacement of poor and working people in places like the
San Francisco Bay Area. Home prices, rents, evictions, and homelessness are climbing, and Black and
poor people are being pushed out.

4. “‘Power Hour’ or Workers’ Power?! – Reports from Two
Amazon Workers, Hemel Hempstead, Winter 2017/18,”
https://angryworkersworld.wordpress.com/2018/01/27/
power-hour-or-workers-power-reports-from-two-amazon-workers-hemel-hempstead-winter-2017-18/.

5. See Editorial, “China: Xi Jinping’s Global Power Grab,”
March-April 2018 N&L.
6. See “U.S. Will Be the World’s Largest Oil Producer by
2023, Says IEA,” by Sarah Kent and Timothy Puko,
Wall Street Journal, March 5, 2018.

THE REVOLUTIONARY SUBJECT PERSISTS

ligence automation, war, and climate disruption,
which is just beginning. The rate of profit remains
low, as do the rate of productive capital investment
and economic growth. Massive debt buildup portends the harshness of the next recession. The rulers have representatives that try to deny it, but they
see it coming, along with the potential for revolt,
which is why so much of what they do is for shortterm gain and why they have so little will to resist
fascism.
Capitalism’s never-ending crises flow from
the law of value’s inexorable workings, and
that law can only be broken by the exploited,
the workers, overthrowing the dialectical inversion that is intrinsic to the law of value: object, dead labor (capital, especially in the form
of machines), dominates the subject, living
labor (the worker). That can only be righted
through the self-activity of masses in motion
establishing workers’ control of production.
The world’s suicidal path toward climate chaos
is yet another proof, as if more were needed, that
capitalism has become the biggest threat to humanity’s existence. Its latest response, however, is to
attack knowledge itself, by defunding science, censoring education, erasing climate information from
federal websites, banning terms like “global warm-

Franklin Dmitryev for News & Letters

Today’s situation undermines some lasting
myths. The illusion that the fall of Communism in
1989-91 was supposed to mark the end of history
should have been shattered by the genocide in Bosnia. Two decades on, genocide is ongoing, narrow
nationalism is resurgent worldwide, and wars both
open and covert are raging. Fascism is on the march,
from the U.S.—not only in the White House but in
the surge of hate crimes and open rallies of misogynistic neo-Nazis and white supremacists—to a whole
series of European countries, the Philippines, India
and more, powered by demonization of immigrants,
people of color, women, Trans people and Muslims.
China’s Xi Jinping is not just one more
strongman. China aims for world power. It
won’t replace U.S. imperialism overnight, but
it has its sights on that.5 As Trump is largely
subcontracting Syria to Putin, he left the
field open for Xi to make common cause with
North Korea’s Kim Jong-un, as exemplified by Kim’s trip to Beijing.
In effect Trump has left strongmen
he admires to carry out international policy. China’s rulers are not
just seeking sources of energy and
raw materials, as was done before,
but aim at controlling country after
country through the credit China
has provided—which includes over
$1 trillion of U.S. federal government
debt.
Third, a new arms race encompasses
FIGHT FOR $15
not only U.S.-Russia and North Korea
The 50th anniversary of the momentous Membut India-Pakistan. Saudi Arabia stated Syrian Americans and other Free Syria activists demonstrate in Chicago on Feb. 25,
phis sanitation strike, in the course of which Dr.
that if Iran gets nukes it will too, while 2018, in support of the struggle against the Assad regime.
Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated, was
Israel already has them. The end of the
marked this year by Fight for $15 strikes, supported
ing,” excluding selected science and scientists from
Cold War may have obscured the specter of nuclear
by Black Lives Matter in dozens of cities across the
Environmental Protection Agency decision-making,
war but it is back with renewed vigor, joined by its
U.S. Among those who make less than a living wage,
and ordering that climate change not be taken into
apocalyptic
twin,
climate
chaos.
women predominate, and Black women are the
account in infrastructure planning.
CLIMATE CHANGE CREATES CHAOS
backbone of this organizing. Most Black and Latinx
The degeneration of thought is seen not only in
workers make less than $15 an hour, while Black
Puerto Rico is the new model for what climate
the suppression of science, and quite alarmingly in
unemployment is double that of whites. Just as the
change under capitalism holds in store: racist abanthe march of fascism, but also in the Left, and no1968 sanitation strike was about respect, dignity,
donment of the population, and decay of infrastrucwhere more so than in the attitudes to Syria.
and being treated as a human being, the fight over
ture for the masses while the rich and powerful enSYRIA, GENOCIDE AND REVOLUTION
wages today is important but not all there is to labor
sure their own comfort. Already climate disruption
Nothing illustrates the depth of humanity’s curstruggles. The question of “what kind of labor should
is swelling the ranks of refugees, everywhere from
rent
crisis more starkly than the genocidal Bashar
a human being do?” is still on the agenda, and being
Puerto Rico to South Sudan. Trump’s answer is to
al-Assad
regime’s “ethnic cleansing” of Eastern Ghraised with regard to new developments.
reverse the meager existing regulations of greenouta, an area of working class suburbs of DamasA new stage of automation is preparing to decihouse gas emissions and unleash drilling for fossil
cus that had been a center of the Syrian Revolution
mate jobs such as truck
fuels, whether in naFight for $15
since 2011. Thousands of people, mainly civilians,
driving and work in retional parks or the Arcincluding hundreds of women and children, were
tail stores and warehoustic Ocean. In truth, long
killed and injured.
es. Amazon’s patent for
before Trump ascended
The regime and its Russian and Iranian spona wristband that tracks
to the throne, capitalist
sors
used all manner of state terrorist weapons
and nudges a worker’s
competition on the world
against civilians (including chlorine gas, napalm,
hand starkly illustrates
market undermined all
thermite, and bunker busters) in a campaign that
the mentality and the
attempts to establish adculminated in yet another chemical massacre of dozrelationships
driving
equate emission controls.
ens of families sheltering with children in Douma. A
capitalistic
technologiIt is only some sciprolonged battle for the town would have cost huncal “progress.” “The roentists and the movedreds of regime casualties. The sight of dozens of
botic technology isn’t up
ments around the enchildren dying with foam in their mouths and blue
to scratch yet, so until it
vironment and climate
flesh broke the population’s will to resist.
is, they will use human
justice, not the domiThousands have been driven from their homes
robots,” said one Amanant
governments,
to
tents
or less in rural Idlib. The two girls, Noor and
zon warehouse worker. A
that speak of the sciAlaa, and the boy Najem, who had been spokespertemp worker at Amazon
entifically established
sons for East Ghouta, as Bana Alabad had been in
UK wrote:
Workers across the nation take to the picket lines against McDonald’s need to keep whole
Aleppo, were able to escape. Some would like to dis“Don’t believe that the to fight for $15 and against sexual harassment.
categories of fuels off
credit their testimony, but they were under the same
workers just sat and took
limits, including coal,
threat of annihilation as the hundreds of children
it....In the beginning a lot of people had high expectatar sands oil, and fracked oil and gas—if humurdered and maimed in the bombing. In a year of
tions of working with Amazon, but after a few weeks
man civilization is to survive global warming.
youth resistance, it should be noted that the Syrian
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continued on p. 9
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continued from p. 8
Revolution began with children writing anti-regime
slogans on a wall in Daraa.
While Jaish al-Islam, the main armed group
in Douma, fought bravely, they were criticized by
Syrian revolutionaries for authoritarianism. Jaish
al-Islam was guilty of attacks on rival rebels and civilian activists alike, and are the prime suspect in
the disappearance of the Douma Four: human rights
defenders Razan Zaitouneh, Samira al-Khalil, Wael
Hamada, and Nazem Hammadi. Revolutionaries
have demanded accountability.
Some commenters see a contradiction like this
as representing the death of the Syrian Revolution;
in fact, it is this struggle against the counter-revolution that arises from within the revolution itself that
proves it is very much alive.

transformation into opposite from competitive capitalism to monopoly, and of a stratum of the proletariat into an aristocracy of labor. It led to his concept
of the toiling masses “to a man, woman and child”
taking charge of production and the state if revolution was to mean liberation.

LENIN’S GREAT DIVIDE IN MARXISM

TRUMP AND ‘LEFTISTS’ VIE IN HYPOCRISY

While Trump mobilized his allies in France and
the UK to mount a minimalist and well-telegraphed
attack in response to the Douma chemical massacre,
a pro-Assad “anti-imperialist” Left mobilized its own
dwindling support in opposition, helping Trump sell
his lie that the attack was substantive.
Syrian revolutionary Yassin Al Haj Saleh
nailed Trump’s hypocrisy: “The BritishFrench-American strike is the gateway to rehabilitating this regime…those who will make
sure of the regime’s better behavior in front of
the West are their Russian and Iranian guardians. The ‘fascist moment’ of this world is still
there and expanding.”
Those “Leftists” who made excuses for Assad
and his allies represent the nadir of the retrogression that flows from the lack of philosophy. It is no
accident that some of those who faced off in Charlottesville, ANSWER and white supremacists, found
themselves side by side with those waving the flags
of Assad and Putin. That part of the “Left” collaborates with fascists in coalitions like the pro-Assad
Syria Solidarity Movement and in conferences that
bring them together with the League of the South,
the Texas Nationalist Movement, Serb fascists and
Putinites, just as the Green Party’s Jill Stein hobnobbed with Trump flunky Michael Flynn at a Moscow RT (Russia Today) event in 2015.

PRAGMATISM IS ENEMY OF FREEDOM

More and more, this issue is being debated within anti-war circles, as it becomes clear that apologists for Assad, Putin and Iran represent counterrevolution and must be fought in order to establish
a connection to Syrian revolutionaries and others
struggling for justice around the world. However, it
will not be enough to reject the politics of the apologists and even to organize separately. It is necessary
also to challenge the pragmatic philosophy that underlies the broader Left who are willing to cooperate
with the apologists in anti-Trump or “anti-war” actions but have done little in solidarity with the Syrian people’s revolution. This discussion is difficult,
but it proves the movement is searching for a new
orientation.
Syrian revolutionaries have made a category of this humanist solidarity, whether it
is Saleh writing of the “Syrianisation” of the
world or the grassroots activists of Kafranbel and Maarat al-Numan addressing their
thoughts to all humanity.
In the aftermath of the fall of Communism in
Eastern Europe three decades ago, the broad Left’s
lack of philosophy undermined its ability to resist
retrogression, as seen most extremely in Bosnia,
where our philosophical-political position stood out.7
The way so much of the Left swallowed the fake
news of the day, that is, the denials of ongoing genocide, foreshadows today’s political landscape, where
feverish lies dominate large swaths of the Left, the
same lies from the same sources that dominate the
far right.

IV. Marx, Lenin, Marxist-Humanism,
and the Philosophy of Revolution in
Permanence

The outbreak of World War I in 1914 was another occasion when the Marxist Left disintegrated,
with many socialist parties—including the biggest
and most prestigious, the German Social Democratic Party—openly supporting their rulers in the
imperialist war. True revolutionaries broke politically with the pro-war factions and tried to forge an
anti-war, anti-imperialist Left. But only Lenin made
a philosophical break, recognizing that he had accepted the German party and Karl Kautsky as the
leader. He felt compelled to dive into Hegel’s dialectic, to rethink the philosophical roots of Marxism. It
led to a break in his conception of the relationship
between materialism and idealism. In Hegel’s concept of world-transforming subjectivity, Lenin saw a
deeper basis for his own concept of masses as reason.
It led to Lenin’s analysis of imperialism as a
7. See Bosnia-Herzegovina: Achilles Heel of Western ‘Civilization’ (News & Letters, 1996).

Vladimir Lenin

Thereby Lenin provided ground not only for total opposition to the betrayers and opportunists but
for the revolution to come. It was that break with
his own philosophical past that enabled him to intervene in the Russian Revolution of 1917 so that
the second, October Revolution came to be, with the
soviets moving from dual power to the sole power.
That point is central to the new Marxist-Humanist book of selected writings by Raya Dunayevskaya, Russia: From Proletarian Revolution to StateCapitalist Counter-Revolution.
Who today will return to the Russian Revolution and counter-revolution and recognize this lesson? It is our responsibility to project that concretely
with regard to the present split within the Left, and
thereby to realize philosophy as a polarizing force
that gives action its direction.
That is something we need to project, because
other tendencies either dismiss the importance of
Lenin’s philosophical reorganization or skip over it
altogether. The Great Divide in Marxism that Lenin
established becomes erased. What that means effectively is an attack on the indispensability of philosophy for revolution, since the success of the October
Revolution is attributed to the leadership of a vanguard party, or Lenin’s “uncanny intuition.” Or the
success is denied altogether and counted only as the
advent of state-capitalism, throwing out any idea of
transformation into opposite, of counter-revolution
emerging from within the revolution—even though
that contradiction has beset not only the Russian
Revolution but every other one since—and thus
throwing out the indispensable weapon, the dialectic.
Consider Chapter 17 of Russia: From Proletarian Revolution to State-Capitalist Counter-Revolution
on “Battle of Ideas.” The key element of the critiques
there is attitudes to Lenin’s Philosophic Notebooks
on Hegel’s Science of Logic.
• Herbert Marcuse’s Soviet Marxism “has
much to say on Lenin’s ‘Materialism and EmpirioCriticism’…without once mentioning Lenin’s break
with his own philosophic past emanating from his
later, profound ‘Philosophic Notebooks.’”
• In criticizing intellectuals such as Gustav A.
Wetter, George Lichtheim and Eugene Kamenka,
Dunayevskaya highlights “the built-in deafness to
Lenin’s break with his own philosophic past which
has led to the Western intellectual’s inability to cope
with the deliberate emasculation of Lenin’s philosophic legacy by the Communist theoreticians….It
is impossible to meet the challenge to thought, to
Western thought, unless one fully appreciates the
significance of Lenin’s 1914-15 break with his own
philosophic past.”
• Lukacs’s supercilious dismissal of the Notebooks is linked to his retreat from dialectics of revolution to ontology.
• And “So weighted down is Tony Cliff with the
concept of the vanguard party to lead and the ‘caliber
of leadership,’ that he does not deign so much as to
mention the philosophic break Lenin experienced….”
These are the same basic attitudes that
persist today as intellectuals seek leadership
in organization or recognition in academia,
but evade responsibility for developing philosophy as ground for organization and for revolution in permanence.
This is not a just a question of understanding
the history of 1917. It is a question of making a new
beginning for our age—a new philosophical beginning to set the ground for a new beginning in reality,
in revolution, in the achievement of a new human
society. Thus Dunayevskaya wrote after publishing
Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s
Philosophy of Revolution that “the Great Divide in
Marxism that Lenin represents in history became a
point for further theoretic departure. Note that I say

this not in the sense of a single issue as I did when I
considered how wrong is Lenin’s concept of the vanguard party for our age. This time the point of reference is to philosophy itself, which Lenin did finally
see as ‘dialectic proper’ but nevertheless stopped his
Abstract of Hegel’s Science of Logic half a paragraph
short of the end of the Absolute Idea.”8
Without grasping Lenin’s philosophic break and
how it led to a Great Divide in Marxism, one cannot
fully grasp the other concepts needed to comprehend
the Russian Revolution and counter-revolution, from
the problem of what happens after the conquest of
power to Lenin’s philosophic ambivalence and stopping at the threshold of the Absolute in Hegel, and
from the theory of state-capitalism to its development into the philosophy of Marxist-Humanism.
That collection was, of course, never meant to
replace, or be separated from, the trilogy of revolution—Marxism and Freedom, Philosophy and Revolution, and Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation,
and Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution.
Soon, Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in Permanence for Our Day: Selected Writings by Raya
Dunayevskaya will be off the press as well. Marx’s
concept of revolution in permanence was something
Lenin did not fully grasp in terms of philosophy but
did to an extent recognize as politically crucial.

MARX’S REVOLUTION IN PERMANENCE

From when he first broke with bourgeois society
in 1843, Marx counterposed revolution in permanence to political revolution that does not continue
to deepen but ends in counter-revolution. Permanent
revolution represents a second negation, negating
political revolution as the first negation of oppression, in order to achieve full human emancipation.9
That Marx developed this into a whole philosophy is elaborated in Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution, and
shown in a new way in Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in Permanence for Our Day.
That new book projects that permanent
revolution
is not just a
strategy
of
moving immediately to the
second stage
of revolution
but rather a
whole philosophy. It projects the need
for
freedom
struggles
to
continue until
Karl Marx
human relations are fundamentally transformed, encompassing many
facets of human relations, not limited to relations in production.
None of Marx’s works, from his writing on civil
rights of Jews to the new moments of his last decade
on the non-capitalist world, women’s liberation, and
organization, can be fully grasped except as concretizations of that philosophy.

THE PHILOSOPHIC MOMENT

Dunayevskaya singled out Marx’s 1844 Economic-Philosophic Manuscripts as his philosophic
moment,10 where he called for a new humanism.
This was the birth of permanent revolution as a philosophy, though without using the term. His triple
break with classical political economy, with vulgar
communism, and with the dehumanization of the
dialectic by Hegel shifts the focus from things to the
human being, the worker, as revolutionary subject
and the heart of the contradiction of capitalism.
In response to rising proletarian revolt, Marx’s
critique and recreation of the Hegelian dialectic developed its “negation of the negation” as a humanism. Second negation is worked out as the need to go
beyond communism, to keep from stopping at first
negation—the overthrow of the exploitative society—and to go on to transcend alienation through
the appropriation of the wealth of human capacities
and needs, or “the actual appropriation of his objective essence through the destruction of the alienated
determination of the objective world” so that there
arises “positive Humanism, beginning from itself.”
Marx held absolute negativity to be Hegel’s
“moving and creating principle,” which the old
materialism failed to match. By concretizing that
continued on p. 10
8. From “Marxist-Humanism, 1983: The Summation That
Is a New Beginning, Subjectively and Objectively,”
which is excerpted on page 4.
9. See “Philosopher of Permanent Revolution and Organization Man,” chapter 31 of Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in Permanence for Our Day.
10. Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in Permanence for Our
Day contains as appendix Dunayevskaya’s translation
of “Private Property and Communism” and “Critique
of the Hegelian Dialectic,” the first published English
translations from Marx’s 1844 Economic-Philosophic
Manuscripts, or Humanist Essays.
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CAPITAL DEALS WITH HUMAN RELATIONS

The Subject in Capital is not capital itself but
the human being confronting capital, whose dialectic fuses economic theory with the need for not
simply political emancipation or narrowly economic
change but universal human emancipation. This is
seen not only in the projection of a future of freely
associated labor, but in the very analysis of the duality of labor under capitalism as abstract labor vs.
concrete labor, and the dialectical inversion in which
object, dead labor, dominates the subject, living labor. It culminates in “negation of the negation,” that
is, proletarian revolution.12
It was in the last decade of Marx’s life that he
most fully developed the multilinear nature of his
concept of permanent revolution. Analyzing the revolutionary potential of Russia’s peasant communes,
Marx saw that another path to revolution may be
possible for noncapitalist societies. His search for
new paths to revolution, including in technologically
“underdeveloped” societies, turned to anthropological and historical studies of noncapitalist lands and
precapitalist times.
To Dunayevskaya, Marx’s Ethnological
Notebooks disclosed “new moments” on topics ranging from the Man/Woman relationship
to societies where other modes of production
prevailed, and from ancient communal social
forms to revolutionary organization.13 The discoveries of his last decade, she wrote, extended
his concept of permanent revolution because
they made clear how deep must be the uprooting of class society and how broad the view of
the forces of revolution.
A related aspect of permanent revolution is seen
in Marx’s Critique of the Gotha Program. In attacking the Gotha Program’s inadequate, incoherent projection of “a fair distribution of the proceeds of labor,”
Marx shows that any initial stage of postrevolutionary society is incomplete, as it still bears the birthmarks of capitalism. What is needed is to project
the vision of new human relations, with no division
between mental and manual labor and no subordination of the individual to the division of labor, and
with labor itself becoming not only means to life but
the kind of self-activity that is life’s prime need.14
The movement of second negation is spelled out
not only as moving from the first phase of revolution to the next, not only to a second revolution, but
moving from the first postrevolutionary order to a
new one that develops on its own basis, a positive
humanism beginning from itself, as he had put it in
1844. This implies a view of organization that projects such a vision not only as a distant goal but as a
moving force even before the revolution.
Dunayevskaya’s analysis of Marx’s last decade
led her to view his body of ideas as a philosophy
of revolution in permanence, as against what she
called post-Marx Marxism as a truncated Marxism
that failed to draw on the totality of Marx’s philosophy.15 Marx’s last decade has recently received some
11. See “The Todayness of Marx’s Humanism,” chapter 3
of Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in Permanence for
Our Day.
12. See “The Todayness of Marx’s Humanism.”
13. See “Marx’s and Engels’ Studies Contrasted: Relationship of Philosophy and Revolution to Women’s Liberation,” chapter 28 of Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in
Permanence for Our Day.
14. See “Philosopher of Permanent Revolution and Organization Man.”
15. See “Post-Marx Marxism as a Category,” chapter 11
of Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in Permanence for
Our Day.

attention, but usually as merely a development of
political positions, separated from the concept of revolution in permanence. That is just another way to
truncate his body of ideas, cutting off its philosophical integrity.
In contrast, Marxist-Humanism spells out a
philosophy to address the problem of unfinished
revolutions—a problem still haunting us—including transformation into opposite as happened to
the Russian Revolution, as well as revolutions that
abort, as with the Arab Spring. It shows the need for
revolutionary organization to be grounded in revolution in permanence as philosophy, not only as strategy and politics.

Contents of the book
Introduction
Part 1. Philosophic Preparation for
Revolution: The Significance of
Lenin’s Hegel Notebooks
Part 2. On the Meaning of Lenin’s
“Great Divide in Marxism”;
Contrast
with
Trotsky,
Bukharin, Luxemburg
Part 3. What Happens After?—Lenin
1917–1923
Part 4. Russia’s Transformation into
Opposite: The Theory of StateCapitalism
Part

5. From State-Capitalist
Theory to Marxist-Humanism,
1950s–1980s

V. Organizational Tasks

To Marxists of the generation of Lenin, Luxemburg, and Trotsky, the relation between the proletarian movement and Marxism was mediated by
the party. That is still the easy nostrum, which does
nothing to answer what happens after the revolution, how to combat the counter-revolution that
emerges from within.
The Marxist-Humanist concept is that philosophy is the mediation; that the movement from
practice is itself a form of theory, and at the same
time that it cannot replace the labor of the negative,
the hard labor of working out philosophy. Those two
movements cannot merge if they are isolated from
each other, hence the need for projection and for organization. It is a question of working out how to
actualize for this moment that relationship of philosophy, spontaneity, organization.
Dunayevskaya took up Marx’s and Lenin’s contributions not as an intellectual history of the past
but as a revolutionary intervention from the vantage
point of the post-World War II era, where she singled
out a new stage of production with automation, a
new movement from practice, and a new stage of cognition. From that vantage point it was necessary to
conceptualize Lenin’s philosophic ambivalence and
ambivalence on organization, and to grasp revolution in permanence as a movement of double negation and translate it for our age into absolute negativity as new beginning.
She also singled out a new kind of organization. That is spelled out in the Constitution of News
and Letters Committees, which made a category of
workers, women, Blacks, and youth as forces of revolution in the U.S., established a newspaper where
“the voices of revolt from below could be heard not
separated from the articulation of a philosophy of
liberation,” and specified the need for integrality of
dialectics and organization and “Marx’s ‘revolution
in permanence’ not alone as the determinant for
theory and practice, but as ground for organization
in place of ‘the party to lead.’” That is still what is
needed, although we cannot say our organization is
fully manifesting the new relationship of theory and
practice. That includes being a home for practicing
dialecticians, concretizing philosophy and developing theory, and the new unity of worker and intellectual that the new French edition of Indignant Heart:
A Black Worker’s Journal reminds us of.
All of our new publications are vital in helping
us intervene in today’s struggles and concretely project Marxist-Humanist philosophy as a polarizing
force. Along with the two new books, we will publish
pamphlets on Syria and on women’s liberation. In
addition, new French editions of Marxism and Freedom, from 1776 until Today and Indignant Heart
have been published. Turkish and Greek translations of Dunayevskaya’s books are coming.
At the same time the inreach to us reinforces
the objectivity of the need for Marxist-Humanist organization today. That includes the French, Greek
and Turkish publications and other international relationships we will work to deepen. It also includes
all the inreach from prisoners.
In a very different way, it includes the approach
to us by those on the Left looking for a new orienta-

tion with regard to Syria. We are working to show
them that any such new orientation, if it is not to be
a stillbirth, necessarily means a dive into dialectical
philosophy. It includes as well intellectuals writing
about Dunayevskaya’s concept of the movement from
practice that is itself a form of theory. In each case
we should be discussing with each other how to approach the inreach and turn it into organizational
relations.
One can be a practicing Marxist-Humanist only
through Marxist-Humanist organization, acting in
concrete relationship to history-in-the-making unseparated from philosophy. In this period, that includes, but is not limited to, a functioning newspaper and website.
The urgent need for organizational growth is clear. Its
objectivity is shown in the rise
of a new generation of potential revolutionaries. In order
to avoid leaving philosophy
as well as organization as abstractions, our local and national discussions need to take
up the need for such growth,
and concretely address what
we are going to do about it.
All our locals need growth,
and for the functioning of the
center and the organization as a
whole, growth in the Chicago Local is a key perspective.
Every moment, every event,
is different, and demands that we
work out how to project the whole
body of Marxist-Humanist ideas
as a totality, through the concretization of one or more of the new
publications, the newspaper—which is “new” every
two months—the trilogy of revolution, the Archives,
which are now online complete with the Guide, and
all the other publications and our own individual intervention. Let us make sure this potential turning
point does not fail to turn in the direction of full human emancipation.
—The Resident Editorial Board,
April 17, 2018

Release prisoner
activists in solitary!

In October 2017 the two-year monitoring period
of the Ashker vs. Governor settlement to limit solitary confinement expired. Ashker lawyers have filed
a motion for the monitoring to continue.
Since then, the four drafters of the Agreement to End Hostilities (see prisonerhungerstrikesolidarity.wordpress.com)—Sitawa Nantambu Jamaa, Arturo Castellanos, George
Franco, and Todd Ashker, have all been removed from general population to Administrative Segregation Units, based on fabricated
information created by staff and/or collaborating inmate informants.
In Todd Ashker’s case, he is being isolated “for
his own protection,” although he does not ask for nor
desire to be placed in isolation for this or any reason.
Sitawa has since been returned to population, but
cannot have visitors.
Please contact CDCr Secretary Scott Kernan
and Governor Edmund G. Brown and demand CDCr:
• Immediately release back into general population any lead organizers still held in solitary
• Return other Ashker class prisoners to general population who have been placed in Ad Seg
• Stop the retaliation against all Ashker class
prisoners and offer them meaningful rehabilitation
opportunities
Contact Scott Kernan: write to 1515 S Street,
Sacramento 95811. If you call 916-324-7308, press 0
for the Communications office. Email matthew.westbrook@cdcr. ca.gov and cc: scott.kernan@cdcr.ca.gov.
Contact Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr.,
c/o State Capitol, Suite 1173, Sacramento, CA
95814; Phone: (916) 445-2841; Fax: (916) 558-3160;
Email: https://govapps.gov.ca.gov/ gov39mail/
Returning these four men and many other hunger strikers back to solitary in the form of Ad Seg
represents an intentional effort to undermine the
Agreement and the settlement, and a return to the
lock ’em up mentality of the 1980s.
—Pelican Bay Hunger Strike Support Coalition
I want to help News & Letters continue to grow.
Enclosed is my contribution of $_______.
I pledge to send $_______ each month.
Name:_______________________________________
Address: __________________________________
Send to: News & Letters, 228 S. Wabash #230,
Chicago, IL 60604; or use PayPal on our
website: www.newsandletters.org/support
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continued from p. 9
dialectic of negativity as alienation and its transcendence through class struggles and the relationship
between the sexes, Marx in 1844 created a philosophy of revolution in permanence.
Dunayevskaya saw women’s liberation as
a dimension of Marx’s concept of permanent
revolution as early as his 1844 Manuscripts.
There he brought up the Man/Woman relationship as measure of both existing society and
the defectiveness of what he called vulgar
communism. She made explicit that it was a
measure also of how deep and total the social
uprooting needs to be.
After the 1848 revolutions, Marx and Frederick Engels further worked it out as theoretical
preparation for the next revolution in their March
1850 Address to the Communist League. There they
pointed to the need for a proletarian movement independent of other classes, for world revolution, and
for unleashing new revolutionary forces, beginning
with the rural proletariat. That soon expanded to
the peasantry, the Black liberation struggle in the
U.S. Civil War and women in the Paris Commune.
When Marx restructured his magnum opus, Capital,
in response to the movement for the eight-hour day
that followed the Civil War, he broke with the concept of theory as a debate with theoreticians, practicing theory instead as a history of class struggles
and production relations. In so doing he singled out
the underlying philosophy created by the workers.11
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Youth March for Our Lives

‘Our kids are braver
than our leaders’

Franklin Dmitryev for News & Letters

center doctor who treated victims of the Parkland
massacre, and then graphically shared the horror
of the kind of damage the AR15 does to the human
body in her Feb. 22 report in The Atlantic. The National Rifle Association is not about the right to selfOakland, Calif.—On March 24 as part of the youthprotection, but is in the
led nationwide March for
forefront of the militaOur Lives, thousands came
rization of human relaout here against rampant
tions. They have aligned
gun violence. The demonwith military arms manstrations were in solidarity
ufacturers who want to
with the Parkland youth
unload their surplus to
who initiated a nationwide
anyone in the civilian
movement after 17 of their
population with cash.
classmates were gunned
All relations are
down.
now
increasingly
The march was inmilitarized.
Can the
terwoven with a huge
struggle
for
new represence from Black
lations—in the classLives Matter. Especially
rooms, in homes, on
visible was support for
the mass demonstra- Children on jungle gym at Union Park, Chicago, March for Our Lives, the streets, in worktions in Sacramento March 24, 2018. See newsandletters.org/chicago-march- places—be the new
determinate of the fuwhere police murdered lives/ for a full story.
ture?
Black youth Stephon
Marx’s revolution in
Clark, who, while holding a cell phone in his
permanence was never more relevant in standing for
grandmother’s backyard, was subject to a masthe self-expanding, never-ending Idea of recognizing
sive barrage of police gunfire.
one’s and the other’s humanity in freely determinThe signs at the march tell the story: “Protect
ing everyday activity. This is not alone about making
Children Not Guns,” “If You Need a Gun You’re Not
revolution vs. elections the goal of the movement. It
Free,” “Say His Name: Stephon Clark (Black Lives
goes beyond any stagification to transcending thingMatter),” “In an Average Month 50 Women Are Shot
ness in all its facets.
—Marxist-Humanist
to Death by Intimate Partners in the U.S.,” “The U.S.
Is the Largest Supplier of Weapons to the World—To
Stop Violence at Home the U.S. Must Stop Exporting It,” “The Number of Bullet Holes on This Sign
Are the Number That Can Be Shot in the Time It
Takes to Read It,” “Why Are Our Kids Braver Than
Our Leaders?” “As a Woman I Hope to Have as Many
Rights as a Gun Someday,” “Girls’ Clothing in School
Is More Regulated Than GUNS in America.”
While promising to hold politicians accountable, the youth did not align with any
political tendency, but focused on results. At
stake in all of this is the militarization of the
mind in all relations: between states, individuals, state and society, especially poor immigrants and Blacks. One student asked “Why is
an inanimate thing more important than human life?”
Students referred to Heather Sher, the trauma

Vermont students
decry racism

Burlington, Vt.—There were a series of meetings
at the University of Vermont (UVM) in Burlington
on Feb. 13 and 14, 2018. Several hundred students
gathered to decry school administrators’ lack of
response to campus racism and to support a UVM
staffer who was on a hunger strike. This was part
of ongoing protests against institutionalized racism
and incidents of bias at the UVM. On Feb. 15 demonstrators formed a number of lines across Main Street
in Burlington during the evening rush hour. Police
attempted to reroute the traffic, but the results were
even more chaotic.
On Feb. 19, 400 to 500 students and friends
streamed into the Waterman Building on campus. They chanted, “No fear! No doubt! Join
our fight and walk out!” This effort to occupy
the whole building was impressive! The protesters renewed calls for the resignation of
UVM President Tom Sullivan and others, and
hung posters supporting Black Lives Matter.
Sullivan then circulated a memo indicating that
UVM would “expand” its “long-standing commitment to building a diverse, equitable and inclusive”
community on campus. In response the protests became louder and more active. In large numbers protesters then occupied all the stairwells in the Waterman Building. They chanted louder and louder. The
sheer noise overwhelmed all other activities in this
central administration building.
President Sullivan then issued a second
statement noting that he had “constructive
discussions” with leaders of the NoNames for
Justice student group and welcomed more dialogue. Nevertheless, he went on to complain of
the actions of students who “chose to disrupt
the operations of the University in several
buildings…” Sullivan warned that UVM was
“prepared to take all appropriate disciplinary
and legal steps to address the situation should
it continue.”
The NoNames for Justice student association
had called for these actions, and its “leaders” met
with deans to discuss their demands for racial equality on campus. The goals of the students include
mandated diversity and equity training for university staff, as well as increased recruitment and retention of faculty and staff of color.
—Séamas Cain



#Enough! hits Detroit

Detroit—On March 14, students at several high
schools walked out of their classrooms at 10 AM to
honor the 17 people slain in Parkland, Fla., and to
call for school safety and an end to gun violence. Nationwide, 3,100 schools and hundreds of thousands
of students who joined National Walkout Day—
#Enough!—were met by thousands of adults supporting their leadership.
• Students from Cass Technical High School
wore orange T-shirts reading, “Never Again.
#Enough” and chanted “What do we want? Gun control! When do we want it? Now!”
• At Henry Ford High School students were
greeted by the Corpus Christi Social Justice
Committee and members of the local community association. Students released 17 yellow
balloons during the 17-minute rally and heard
messages of love and support from the adults,
and we all sang “Lean on Me.” Community organizers plan to follow up with the Detroit Police Department’s “Cease Fire” program and
with other anti-gun-violence organizations.
The walkout was immediately attacked. Ingrid
Jacques, conservative Detroit News editor, dismissed
the massive student response when she said the
Women’s March—with its “far-left agenda” of electing Democrats—had organized the walkouts. (If so,
millions of parents, teachers, coaches and grandparents would love to know how to mobilize teenagers to an agenda that is not their own!) A former
Republican state legislator felt the walkout had no
purpose, since students weren’t in their classrooms,
and should have been made to go to assemblies in
the schools to pray about gun violence.
—Susan Van Gelder
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¯The new policy was improperly enacted per
state law, as it amounts to a monopolized contract.
Replies by WDOC mimicked the party line, noting how “easy and convenient” the process was and
stating, “It is general practice and not uncommon for
a business to charge a processing fee for services.”

UNNECESSARY FRUSTRATING PROCEDURE

The new process does allow for family/friends to
send checks or money orders through the U.S. Postal
Service, but only to ACCESS/KEEFE and made payable to that consortium. A deposit slip also has to
be sent with the prisoner’s name and number, along
with the sender’s date of birth that must be obtained
on a visit, be sent from an incarcerated person, or
from the ACCESS/KEEFE website.
People contacting the company for the slip
were frustrated to find that it was not available. This method is the cheapest, but the most
unsecure and subject to delays of 10 days or
more before funds are posted.
The “benefits and convenience” lauded by the
WDOC/DAI and ACCESS/KEEFE are only available
for a fee. Money orders cost 70 cents—on average—
plus a stamp to send it.
When sent directly to prisoners under the
former method, funds would be posted to a
prisoner’s account within a day or two of their
arrival. Under the new policy, if expediency is
desired, you must have a computer and be willing to pay between $1.95 for sending as little as
a penny, up to $8.45 for $300. If you do not have
access to a computer and want to use your
phone, it will cost from $3.95 to $9.45.
If you have access to a computer and want to
use the walk-in option per Dollar General and other
stores in the ACCESS consortium, you have to print
out a coded card that is used by the stores. This option costs $4.95 per transaction, from a penny to the
limit of $2,900, and, like the option to print out a
deposit slip, it has yet to become available.

ANOTHER BURDEN ON PRISON FAMILIES

What about a person on a fixed income who
can’t afford another $2 to send their grandchild $5;
or members of the Black community in Milwaukee
who only access the internet by their phones?
They either must pay the higher fee or not
send any money due to how unsecure the “free”
option is. This is another method for states to
extort money from prisoners’ families to pad
their financially poor correctional policy decisions with the kickbacks they receive from
“authorized vendors.” Vendors can charge
what they choose, as they have a monopoly
in supplying goods and services to prisoners.
Wisconsin allows them to charge up to 100% or
more above wholesale for items.
ACCESS/KEEFE gleaned a $375 million profit
in 2012, and, in 2014, Wisconsin received nearly $2.5
million in kickbacks, just from the prisoner phone
monopoly alone through Securus and Century Link.
There are over two million people incarcerated
in the U.S. Most have family members and friends
who are eligible to vote. Like the students in this
country who are tired of the lackluster responses of
legislators to support viable change, those individuals can flex their collective muscles, and demand
change through their votes, demonstrations and/or
organized boycotts.

The end of ‘Urban Shield’

Oakland, Calif.—For the past several years community organizations have been coming together
to oppose “Urban Shield,” a military-style SWAT
training and military weapons expo offered on 9/11
to police forces in the San Francisco Bay Area. Last
year the protests shut down the first day of the expo.
This year, we gathered at the Alameda County hearings to appropriate money for Urban Shield 2018.
On March 27 we asked the county supervisors to defund the training to weaponize and militarize police.
At a rally before the hearing representatives of several organizations spoke to the
truth of policing. The Causa Justa/Just Cause
speaker recounted several recent instances
of police violence/abuse of power against immigrants. The Ghostship Fire survivor challenged sheriff Ahern’s claim that Urban Shield
prepares first responders for disasters. In fact,
it prepares police to view the streets as a battle field, to treat dissenters—especially Black
and Brown dissenters—as enemies.
A Muslim nurse spoke to the fear a police uniform strikes in her and her daughter and against the
growing militarization that targets people who look
like her as terrorists. 67 Sueños (67 Dreams) said we
need protection from unconstitutional policing; we
need protection from a police state, the kind of state
portrayed historically by the U.S. as “bad,” countries
characterized by spying on citizens and suppressing
dissent.

The hearing itself was packed. Not everyone
who wanted to testify could even get into the room.
While a few voices praised the Urban Shield training, an overwhelming number of people present
spoke against it.
I said at the hearing: “I agree with an undersheriff who spoke of the need to build trust between
the police and the community. That trust cannot be
built by teaching police that when they are going
into the community, they are entering a battlefield!
“That was the instruction given to the BART
police when they were called to a disturbance at
Fruitvale Station on Jan 1, 2009, which resulted in
the death of Oscar Grant. Teaching police that the
community is the enemy does not further trust. Defunding Urban Shield would be a good step toward
telling police that Oakland residents are not enemy
combatants!”
The majority of disasters in the area are not terrorist attacks, they are fires and medical emergencies, for which SWAT and military weapons training
is not helpful. Such training actually interferes with
providing an appropriate response.
As a result of the sustained opposition, the
county supervisors voted to accept the $5 million
from the Department of Homeland Security for the
last time this year. After 2018 there will be no more
“Urban Shield” in Alameda County!
—Urszula Wislanka
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After Italy, European Right coalesces

by Gerry Emmett

The victory of Far Right and “populist” parties in Italian elections, preceded by that in Austria
and followed by that in Hungary, emphasizes the current
threat of neo-fascism.
France’s Marine Le Pen
expressed their goal openly:
“Nationalist parties could be
a majority in Europe at the
next European Parliament
elections in 2019.” Far from
being anti-European Union
(EU), as is often said, these
neo-fascists mean to take
power in the EU.

Orban ran an anti-Semitic, anti-immigrant campaign, calling for a “Christian Hungary.” While up to
100,000 (including Jobbik) may have demonstrated
against Fidesz, they retain power. Their victory was
celebrated by Far
Rightists from Le
Pen to the “Alternative for Germany.”
Todor Gardos @TodorGardos
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FASCIST ROOTS

Again, popular wisdom says that these neofascist parties are mortal enemies of the neoliberal
capitalism shorthanded as “Brussels.” But if they
achieve their goal of continental power expect the
capitalist class to negotiate an accommodation.

Colombia Humana
raises questions

These Far Right
parties embody a faIn March, Colombian President Juan Manuel
miliar mix of racism,
Santos signed a decree formalizing land ownership
anti-immigrant hafor 2.5 million Colombian farmers. Up to now, 60% of
tred, and strange atthem have not had formal title to the land they work.
traction to Russia’s
At the same time, while overall violence
Putin. Lega’s Matteo
has diminished following the 2016 peace agreeSalvini, among othment with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
DON’T BE FOOLED!
ers, has signed a coColombia (FARC), territorial disputes are beoperation deal with
We can’t be misled by peting fought between other guerrilla forces, new
ty politics. As this is written, Tens of thousands again on the streets of Budapest, marching for Putin.
paramilitaries, and FARC dissidents.
democracy
on
April
14,
2018.
Not to be igItaly’s former president Silvio
It is a turning point for Colombia with implicanored
are
the
Berlusconi is playing a wild
tions beyond its borders.
arms shipments and military training offered
card as he negotiates the next stage of his career.
CAMPAIGN CATCHES THE MOMENT
by Putin to the racist Serb Republic entity in
But the fascist Lega and “populist” 5 Star Movement
Colombia Humana presidential candidate GusBosnia.
are expected to form a government.
tavo
Petro, a former M19 guerrilla, has caught the
This current version of European fascism has
In Hungary, Prime Minister Viktor Orban’s
imagination of Indigenous people, Afrocolombians,
its roots deep in the 1990s Bosnian genocide, and
ruling Fidesz Party won 44.87% of the votes, while
and many other poor Colombians with a campaign
just as deep in the wretched failure of European and
the fascist Jobbik Party came second with 20.22%.
that aims at closing the gap between rich and poor;
U.S. “civilization” to deal with the historic causes
raising corporate taxes; ending the drug war; and
and consequences of that atrocity.
an alternative route to development based on clean
Bosnia’s betrayal gave rise to a whole new era of
energy (oil and gas are central exports today), land
world reaction—a weaponization of twisted historic
to farmers, and increased access to education.
memory locked and loaded under the flags of racism
Colombia’s oppressed understand that to impleand religious bigotry, masquerading as populism but
As the state of Israel celebrates its 70th year
ment this program, close in some respects to Venenvisioning itself in the gilded halls of state power.
of existence, it has been forced to confront what it
ezuela’s 1999 Bolivarian Constitution, would require
has become by the Palestinian March of Return. The
revolutionary changes in human relationships. It
response of Israeli army snipers firing at unarmed
should be noted that Petro criticizes the direction
Gaza civilians, including women, children, and
ultimately taken by Venezuela: “We would not be
clearly marked journalists, is fascism.
an ally of Venezuela, because Venezuela entered the
So far dozens have been killed and thousands
world of the fossil economy.”
Supreme
Leader
Ayatollah
Khamenei
has
dewounded by Israeli fire.
A STRUGGLE JUST BEGINNING
clared workers fighting for rights to be enemies of
Organized by Palestinian civilians, with women
the
state.
Yet
the
religious
pretences
of
Iran’s
greedy
Petro has survived an assassination attempt.
playing an important role, the March of Return, beand
murderous
ruling
class
continue
to
be
exposed
His
right-wing opponent, Ivan Duque, would tear
gun March 30, is a planned six weeks of peaceful
by the political prisoners held in Evin Prison.
up the hard-won peace agreement. Petro advocates
demonstrations at the border wall culminating May
Esmail Abdi, a teachers’ union activist, and
a deepening of it into social reform.
15. That day marks both the founding of Israel and
engineer
Narges
Mohammadi,
a
women’s
rights
acEven if Petro loses his presidential bid,
the commemoration of Nakba Day, the start of Paltivist, are both serving sentences for “propaganda
Colombia Humana raises important questions
estinian exile.
against the state.” What follows is excerpted from
now, when authoritarian rule and the logic of
While all Palestinian factions endorsed the
their
recent
letters
from
prison.
capitalist crisis have come to the fore. Latin
March, it is a Palestinian national event—reaching
America is facing threats from many direcBROKEN PROMISE OF REVOLUTION
toward a new politics that would transcend the failtions. A democratic socialism that begins by
Abdi: “...[The] revolution took place in 1979 with
ures of both Hamas and the Palestinian Authority.
recognizing Black, Indigenous, and feminist
the promise of ending dictatorship, establishing deIn that the March of Return partakes of the
struggle places it on a higher plane than many
mocracy,
implementing
transparency
and
preventing
spirit of Arab Spring. It is no accident that colorsuch First World efforts.
the accumulation of wealth in the hands of a parful costumes and the international solidarity of Free
The election will be held May 27.
ticular class; a revolution that the clerics and some
Syria flags appeared as the March began.
political groups said would be a harbinger of peace
The fascist Israeli response is underwritten by
and freedom and put an end to poverty and discrimiU.S. President Trump’s declaration on Jerusalem as
nation, where people would have access to free water
Israel’s capital. This was designed to place himself
In April, Prime Minister Theresa May and her
and electricity and enjoy such rights as freedom of
at the head of world reaction with Israel as a pretext
Conservative government were forced to apologize
thought and expression, free and equal education,
and vassal. Friendly relations between Europe’s fasfor the racist persecution of lifelong British citizens
with the right to form organizations and unions, hold
cists and Israel’s illegal settlers helped to convince
who couldn’t produce the required documents. The
protests and strikes, assemble and rally and be equal
him such a monstrous plan was feasible.
government has also admitted that some of those
before
the
law.
So this is where Israel finds itself after 70 years.
documents were destroyed.
“But these aspirations did not amount to anyThose victimized by immigration authorithing besides slogans. The blessings of the revolution
ties included elderly Caribbean-born citizens
benefitted not the poor but rather the rich, the powwho came to Britain with their parents, who
erful and tricksters. The groups that came to power
were invited to fill labor shortages following
used the state media to promise a better and more
dignified life. They took advantage of the people’s
the Second World War.
We mourn the passing of Moishe Postone,
beliefs and values to attract votes while amassing
In recent years, before and after the racist BrexMarxist theorist and author of Time, Labor and Sowealth from the nation’s treasury...”
it vote, anti-immigrant hostility has resulted in hacial Domination (1993). Radicalized through 1960s
Abdi began a hunger strike on April 18.
rassment of those applying for healthcare, or openstudent politics and his reading of Karl Marx’s philing bank accounts. Many have been denied their
TYRANNY AND MISOGYNY
osophic work, Postone became one of the most sigrights as citizens and forced into detention centers.
Mohammadi:
“What
we
experience
is
a
decadesnificant thinkers to arise from within the New Left.
The UK paper The Guardian ran a series of
old tyranny that can’t tolerate freedom of speech and
It can be argued that his analysis of capitalist
high-profile
exposes on these cases: Paulette Wilthought. In the name of religion, it restricts and punsocial relations fell short of recreating Marx’s philosson, 61, made homeless and threatened with deporishes
science,
intellect,
and
even
love.
It
labels
as
a
ophy of revolution. The category of the “transhistoritation; Michael Braithwaite, 66, fired as a special
threat to national security and toxic to society whatcal” isn’t at the same level as Marx’s new humanism.
needs teacher; and a man who was denied cancer
ever is not compatible with its political and economic
Nevertheless his theoretic work had profound real
treatment.
interests...
world consequence.
David Lammy, a Black Labour Party Mem“Tyranny doesn’t impose itself only in the politiSYRIA AND PHILOSOPHY
ber of Parliament, gave a blistering speech on
cal sphere. This tyranny uses every possible leverage
The proof is seen in the way Postone’s critique of
this “day of national shame...Let us call it as it
at the disposal of the state to institutionalize discrimanti-Semitism as a fetishized form of anticapitalism
is: if you lay down with dogs you get fleas, and
ination on the basis of gender, sexuality, religion,
came alive for those struggling with the betrayal of
that is what has happened with this Far Right
ethnicity, and ideological orientation, particularly
the Syrian Revolution by so many “Leftists.”
rhetoric in this country.”
against women. By sustaining patriarchal domiHe recently said: “This is the greatest slaughter
Younger people were also affected, like Irene
nance, drafting and enforcing misogynistic laws,
we’ve seen since the Second World War. Assad has
Kaali, 24, whose parents immigrated from Tanzaand even by fabricating a false culture in contradickilled at least 350,000 people. The Left has nothing
nia. She said, “There is an issue in terms of how they
tion with the norms of the society, it deprives women
to say. You’d think that after the beginnings in Syria
classify someone as British. It says you have to have
of their human and civil rights and seeks to prevent
of a democratic uprising that was put down with inlived here up until you were 10 years old, have to
them from social engagement...
credible brutality by the Assad regime, that would
have not left the country for more than five years,
“Iran is an oil and gas rich country but millions
ring a bell. I think large parts of the Left have lost
are deprived of decent living standards. Mismanageand last you have to be of ‘good character.’ It almost
their theoretical acumen, their political analysis, and
ment and corruption result in high rates of unemfeels like that’s a sneakily vague thing they put in so
their moral compass.”
ployment, widespread poverty and suffering, and
they can decide at their discretion who they deem to
The genuinely Marxist category of the condeny people their economic rights.”
be British or not.”
crete—human solidarity with people struggling for
freedom and dignity—transcended the theoretic limBosnia-Herzegovina: Achilles Heel of Western ‘Civilization’
itation of the “transhistorical.” Moishe Postone’s life
Contains: Raya Dunayevskaya’s “A Post-World War II View of Marx’s Humanism, 1843-83; Marxist
and work became part of a world-historic rethinking
Humanism in the 1950s and 1980s” as well as articles, editorials and essays from News & Letters.
that will end in humanity’s grasping a deeper, more
$10 includes postage.
integral philosophy of revolution.
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